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Sammanfattning 
En logotyp och annan produktmärkning återspeglar en produkts identitet. AB Sandvik Coromant 

är ett internationellt företag med produktionsanläggningar i alla världsdelar och har som mål att 

deras logotyp ska finnas på alla tillverkade produkter. Idag sker produktmärkningen med 

tampongtryck, etikettering samt laser. Tampongtryck brister i kvalitet och därmed blir 

säkerställandet av en upprepad och säker process problematiskt vilket är fundamentalt i AB 

Sandviks Coromants produktion. 

 

Syftet och målet med projektet har varit att analysera den nuvarande metoden för märkning av 

logotyp och text på AB Sandvik Coromants verktyg och om möjligt föreslå en ny lösning baserad 

på information som genererats genom produktutvecklingsprocessen. Projektet har planerats med 

The Mechanical Design Process av Ullman som riktlinje. Från en kartläggning av tillgängliga 

märkmetoder valdes tre metoder att arbete vidare med; bläckstråleskrivning, etiketter och gravyr 

innefattande färgfyllnad. Verktyg skickades till leverantörerna för att göra prototyper där 

logotypen märkts med de tre metoderna. Resultaten visade begränsningar gällande gravyr. 

Bläckstråle gav bra resultat men kräver ytterligare undersökningar gällande villkoren för 

genomförandet. En visuell designutvärdering och tester avseende mekaniska egenskaper 

genomfördes gällande prototyperna. De mekaniska egenskaperna innefattade olje- och 

nötningsbeständighet. Prototyperna påverkades inte av oljan förutom laminatet på den nya 

etikettdesignen som visade sig reagera med oljan. Den nya etikettdesignen klarade 

nötningstesterna bäst, med undantag för de nedsänkta logotyper som inte påverkades alls. Alla 

prototyperna erhöll bättre resultat gällande nötning jämfört med befintliga märkmetoder.  

 

Efter testerna genomfördes en industrialisering där parametrar såsom produktionskostnad, 

automationsmöjligheter, variationsmöjligheter och service jämfördes. Produktionskostnad för 

Gravering visade sig vara hög, medan Bläckstråle och Ny etikettdesign hade en oförändrad 

produktionskostnad jämfört med de befintliga märkmetoderna. Baserat på de resultat som erhållits 

under projektet är rekommendationen att implementera Ny etikettdesign samt Bläckstråle. Målet 

uppnåddes och AB Sandvik Coromant skulle förslagsvis behöva undersöka bläckstråletekniken 

ytterligare och ersätta laminatet på etiketterna.  

 

Nyckelord: märkning, prototyp, etikett, bläckstråle, gravering, logotyp, tampongtryck, laser 
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Abstract 
A logotype and other product marking reveals the identity of a product. AB Sandvik Coromant is 

an international company with production plants in all continents and with the aim of marking all 

their products with their logotype. When someone sees a tool from AB Sandvik Coromant they 

probably recognize the yellow and red colors of the logotype. A secure process with repeatable 

results regarding quality is a corner stone of AB Sandvik Coromant. Today their product marking 

is done with the technique of pad printing, the use of labels on certain products and also laser for 

marking other information that is needed. The results of the color printing with pad printing lack 

in quality and in ensuring a repetitive and safe process.  

The purpose and aim of the project has been to analyze the current method of marking logotype 

and text on AB Sandvik Cormorant’s tools and if possible propose a new solution based on 

information generated within the product development process. The project has been planned with 

The Mechanical Design Process by Ullman as a guideline.  

From a thorough mapping of all available marking methods three methods were chosen to look 

further into; inkjet, labelling and engraving and color filling. Tools were sent to suppliers in order 

to make prototypes displaying the logotype made with different marking techniques. The results 

of the prototypes showed limitations concerning engraving. Inkjet gave results over expectations 

but requires further investigations regarding conditions of implementation. A visual design 

evaluation and test concerning mechanical properties were made. The mechanical properties 

included oil and abrasion resistance of the marked logotypes. The prototypes were not affected by 

the oil except for the laminate on the new label design. On the other hand the new label design did 

withstand abrasion better than all the prototypes, except for the submerged logotypes that were not 

affected at all. The prototypes all received better results compared to existing marking methods.  

After the tests a brief industrialization were conducted comparing parameters such as production 

cost, automation possibilities, variation possibilities and service. Production cost concerning 

Gravure proved to be high whereas Inkjet and New label design had an unchanged production cost 

compared to the existing marking methods. Based on the results generated throughout the project 

our recommendation is to initially implement the New label design as well as Inkjet. The aim has 

therefore been achieved and AB Sandvik Coromant would have to investigate the inkjet 

technology further and replace the laminate on the labels.  

 

Keywords: marking, prototype, label, inkjet, gravure, logotype, pad printing, laser 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Notations 

µ  Micro, 10−6 

mNm  10−3 Newtonmeter 

Pa  Pascal [N/𝑚2] 

Abbreviations 

WBS  Work Based Structure 

PMS  Pantone Matching System 

EPS  Encapsulated PostScript 

DPI  Dots Per Inch 

RFQ  Request for Quotation 

PVD  Physical Vapor Deposition 

Definitions 

Surface Energy  Surface energy is a tension that exists between a solid material and a 

liquid. 

 

Marking  Marking is here defined as way of adding or removing material to a 

product to apply some kind of information. 

 

Cell  An enclosure for production units. 

 

Prototypes  Samples made by suppliers of the three chosen marking techniques.  

   

RFID-chip  A small memory that is read through Radio-Frequency Identification.
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 INTRODUCTION 

The logotype and product marking reveals the identity of a product and is important when 

it comes to brand recognition (Johnson, 2012). An example of a company that has 

succeeded extremely well regarding brand recognition is Apple. As soon as a person sees 

the shape of a bitten apple they know instantly which brand and what kind of products it 

represents.  

 

According to Johnson, brand recognition is about more than the logotype, it is about 

colors, text and fonts. When someone sees a tool from AB Sandvik Coromant they 

probably recognize the yellow and red colors of the logotype as seen in Figure 1. There 

are not many industrial companies like AB Sandvik Coromant that color marks steel. 

Usually the marking is in one color on these kinds of surfaces. Color marking on steel is 

not an easy task. During the performed benchmarking, see chapter 2.6, it was realized 

that many steel products are marked using laser that burns in for example text containing 

information regarding the product.  

 

Design is important even for industrial products like machines and tools. The customers 

want their newly bought tools to look like high quality products. AB Sandvik Coromant 

is a premium brand and the marking on their tools should represent this. A reliable and 

repetitive marking process would ensure both a premium brand and high-quality 

products. 

 

 

Figure 1. The red and yellow AB Sandvik Coromant logotype. 

1.1 Background 

AB Sandvik Coromant is an international company with production plants on all 

continents. AB Sandvik Coromant has the aim of marking all their products with their 

logotype. Today this is done with the technique of pad printing and the use of labels on 

certain products. Laser printing is used for marking other information that is needed, such 

as batch- and product-number, spare parts and measurements of some products. As of 

now the pad printing technique has been used during roughly ten years and has been 

implemented in all of the production plants. In Gimo, where the company have 

production in Sweden some of the personnel operating the pad printing machines finds 

the work time- and maintenance demanding. The results lack in quality and in ensuring 

a repetitive and safe process. The process of pad printing is also relying on a number of 

parameters that are not easily controlled such as for example viscosity and the 

temperature of the ink used. 

 

There are stated problems with logotypes coming off after first use. Sometimes the 

marking does not even stay on the tools long enough for them to reach the clients. The 

existing solution of marking tools, pad printing, is inconsistent in its results and 

sometimes the color smudges. The laser method used is more reliable in its results but 

cannot replace the color marking method.  
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1.2 Purpose 

This project has resulted in a master thesis in Technical Design and is a collaboration 

between KTH (Royal Institute of Technology) and AB Sandvik Coromant. The purpose 

of the project has been to analyze the current methods of marking logotype and text on 

tools manufactured by AB Sandvik Coromant. In order to examine whether their current 

solution is the best or if there might be a better solution the product development process 

and an industrialization were conducted. 

1.3 Aim 

The aim has been to propose a new solution for marking the products through information 

generated within the product development process.  

1.4 Vision 

For AB Sandvik Coromant it is important to work to achieve reliable results with 

repetitive quality. This project has aimed to find a method that fulfills this, and to convey 

the next generation marking in Coromant spirit. 

1.5 Delimitations 

AB Sandvik Coromant is a global company with production facilities worldwide. This 

project was limited to include a selection of the tools that are produced in the factory 

plant in Gimo. This selection included two different types of surfaces, a shot peened and 

a black oxide treated surface. The selection also included flat as well as curved surfaces. 

As a conclusion drawn from the problem analysis of existing marking methods this 

project was limited to examining new ways of color marking. The core of this project 

has primarily been to investigate current and future methods of marking. 

 

When choosing suppliers it was advantageous if they were closely located. The decisions 

regarding which suppliers to work with were made keeping this in mind.  

 

Delimitations were made concerning the evaluation methods of the prototypes. It was 

decided to focus on the most critical factors such as oil and abrasion due to the timeframe 

of this project.  
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1.6 Methods 

The project has been planned with The Mechanical Design Process (Ullman, 2010) as a 

guideline for product development. The first phase was the project planning followed by 

product definition. Product definition included bench marking, field study and 

information retrieval. The RFQ - Specification of demands was the result of the product 

definition phase and also knowledge about existing marking methods. Next there was the 

conceptual design phase which was implemented parallel with contacting suppliers and 

at the same time sending samples for test marking. After this followed evaluations and 

choice of method. Industrialization was the last step of the product development process.  

PROJECT PLANNING  

Project management tools like Gantt, WBS and Trello has been used during the project. 

A brief risk analysis has also been made in order to prevent the risks most likely to affect 

the project in a negative way. The Gantt schedule was used for planning during the entire 

project and was color divided into the different working phases. WBS was used as a tool 

for detail planning of the different activities. Trello is an interactive tool for planning and 

checking what is already done and what is still left to do.  

PRODUCT DEFINITION 

Observations, an objective way of gathering information, and practice were conducted 

throughout a week in the production at AB Sandvik Coromant in Gimo. This method can 

be used to get an idea of how people behave in a specific scenario and to get information 

concerning the stated problem. Observations were conducted while talking to the 

personnel and asking questions about their work and the production (Bohgard, Karlsson, 

Lovén, Mikaelsson, Mårtensson, Osvalder, Rose & Ulfvengren, 2010). 

 

As a qualitative way of gathering information the interviews were open and unstructured, 

with some pre-stated questions. This was a good way of conducting the interviews in the 

beginning of the project when knowledge of the problem area was limited. The questions 

were open which makes it easy for the interviewee to talk freely and for the interviewer 

to ask follow up questions (Bohgard et al., 2010). 

 

Information has also been retrieved with help of Google-search and via databases 

accessed through KTH Library. To receive knowledge about the different methods 

literature have been reviewed and used as sources as well.  

EVALUATION AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

When evaluating chosen methods a decision-making matrix was used where the methods 

were weighted towards selected demands. Matrixes have been used as a tool for 

evaluating results from the design evaluation, choice of methods and choice of concept. 

Regarding choice of method and concept a Pugh’s matrix were constructed. As a 

reference the existing marking methods of labelling and pad printing has been weighted 

towards the demands in the matrix concerning choice of concept as well (Ullman, 2010).  

 

The idea generating belongs to the phase of conceptual design according to Ullman 

(2010). The methods used here were brainstorming with the help of mapping and 

sketching. Ideas from the brainstorming were visualized into concepts through sketches 

and by use of Adobe Illustrator. 
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The prototypes, see chapter 4.3.3, undertook one design evaluation, a visual assessment, 

and two tests regarding mechanical properties. The design evaluation was conducted 

through a questionnaire where semi-objective data was retrieved. Semi-objective data is 

retrieved when the participant´s answers comes from estimation or evaluation via a 

template. The answers are then evaluated by the one responsible for the questionnaire 

(Bohgard et al., 2010). 

 

The tests were conducted regarding resistance towards mechanical properties such as oil 

and abrasion. Regarding the oil test the prototypes were placed in oil for 24 hours in order 

to simulate the exposure to oil the tools withstands while in storage and transport before 

being used. The abrasion was tested with a Wessex pendulum rig, see chapter 4.4.3 for 

further information.  

INDUSTRIALIZATION 

This chapter, see 4.5, was conducted in order to investigate whether or not the chosen 

methods would be implementable in the current production. Different parameters were 

investigated such as costs, time and maintenance. The parameters were chosen in 

collaboration with the reference group at AB Sandvik Coromant.  
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 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The information found in chapter 2.1 – 2.5 is mainly given by a conducted field study. 

This was made in order to learn about existing marking methods and problem areas. The 

field study consisted of observations, open interviews and practice at the production plant 

in Gimo with focus on the marking cells. 

  

A week was spent in production at the production plant in Gimo. During this week time 

was spent at all of the production lines. Information retrieved while talking to the 

operating personnel is found in Appendix A - Week of practice. The open interviews 

were performed with personnel at the production plant in Gimo and at the R&D unit in 

Sandviken, see Appendix B - Interviews with personnel at AB Sandvik Coromant. The 

questions asked were open questions with follow up questions which is also seen in 

Appendix B. The result of the interviews and observations was the RFQ – Specification 

of demands, see Appendix C - RFQ-specification of demands. It became the framework 

for the next phases in the project. 

2.1 Production 

The production plant at Gimo, Gimoverken, is divided into two areas. One is where the 

tool holders are manufactured and the other where the inserts are produced. The marking 

process analyzed here is limited to the produced holders for the inserts, samples of these 

tools are seen in Figure 3. The factory producing tool holders is divided into several flow 

groups each producing products from the three different product groups; turning tools, 

drilling tools and milling tools. These three groups are divided into sub-groups of 

different product types, which leads to a wide range of different articles being produced 

in the factory.  

 

All production is order based which makes it possible to follow one production order 

throughout the whole manufacturing process. The processes are carried out in different 

manners for all of the products but they are generally made through operations of milling, 

drilling and turning. The products undergo surface hardening and surface treatment 

before marking. The products are hardened to 40 HRC and above. A black oxide surface 

treatment is primarily used and only pushes through the surface with  m. Other methods 

are peening, which gives the products a grey appearance, see Appendix A - GVR4 

(Milling and drilling), and also a method that creates a golden surface, see Appendix A 

- Delta. 

2.1.1 Process and Automation 

A reliable process with repeatable results regarding quality is a corner stone of AB 

Sandvik Coromant. Through observations in production, seen in Appendix A - 

Observations, it was found that it is to a large extent automated where each production 

step is run by a robot working in a cell. When distributing the products within the flow 

group it is managed manually by use of carts where the products are placed. Trucks 

transport the carts outside of the flow groups. Environmental factors are an important 

aspect of the production and when considering implementation of new methods. The 

production plant works in accordance to ISO standard 14001, see Appendix B - Interview 

7.  
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MARKING CELL 

Marking of logotype and product information is the last step before packaging the 

products. Before being put in the marking pallet to go through the marking process the 

products has been through the entire production flow with surface treatment as the last 

step before marking. The marking cell is operated by a robot moving the product from 

each of the operations. When an order has been put in a pallet it is pushed in and started 

by the operating personnel. There is one person having responsibility for the marking 

cell during each work shift, see Appendix A - GVR4 (Milling and drilling).  

 

The workflow in the robotic cell, see Figure 2, is carried out in the following order as 

given by the information in Appendix A - GVR4 (Milling and drilling):  

 

The products are placed in the marking pallet – products are cleaned in ultrasonic 

washing – laser marked – pad printed – oiled and – put back in a pallet.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The illustration shows the process of a marking cell at Gimoverken. 

 

 

The position of laser marking and pad printing can vary in the different marking cells, 

see Appendix A - FSG – cell, GVR 2. The laser marking is printed onto all products with 

product number and information regarding spare parts and mounting. Pad printing is used 

for marking the logotype, which in some cases is made by labelling instead, and the oil 

is applied as rust protection. After the products are put back in the pallet they are 

manually packed into plastic tubes, see Appendix A - GVH 2. There are a total of five 

marking cells with responsibility for different products groups. Where the square shank 

tools, see Coroturn RC in Figure 3, and some of the other product types are marked there 

is one cell for marking the logotype with pad printing and one with labels. These are the 

two cells that marks the highest number of products. The two cells marks about half each 

of the total of marked products, see Appendix A - GVH2.  
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2.2 Product Properties 

In order to represent the tools at production in Gimo four tools were chosen to test 

different marking methods on, see chapter 4.3.3. These tools were two drilling tools, one 

milling tool and one turning tool, see Figure 3. The tools were chosen to represent the 

various difficulties that lies in marking on these steel products such as curved surfaces, 

small-area surfaces and treated surfaces. These products represent the two of the surface 

treatments; black oxide and peening. Where the black oxide treatment gives a more 

porous surface and the peened surface is dense and therefore is more difficult to mark 

on, see Appendix A - Week of practice. These tools are produced in varying sizes and 

the sizes chosen are easy to handle and to ship away. These tools will in a good way test 

the methods and show their strengths and weaknesses.  

2.2.1 Technical Properties 

- The chosen milling tool is a milling cutter (cutter body). 

 

- The chosen turning tool is a tool in the Coro Turn RC, RC- Rigid Clamp family, 

and is a square shank turning tool. 

 

- The two chosen drills are Coro Drill 870 an exchangeable tip – drill and Coro 

Drill 880 an indexable insert drill.  

 

 

Figure 3. From the left: Corodrill 870, Corodrill 880, Coroturn RC and a milling cutter. 
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2.3 Existing Methods 

The two now existing main marking methods used within the production of tool holders 

at AB Sandvik Coromant are pad printing and laser. When pad printing is not possible to 

use there is also a use of labels for marking the logotype on some of the products. These 

three methods will be described here followed by conclusions drawn regarding the 

problem areas of these methods. 

2.3.1 Pad Printing  

Pad printing is the technology in use today for marking the AB Sandvik Coromant 

logotype on their products. It could be described as a way of painting the logotype onto 

the surface of the tool. As described earlier the marking process is confide in different 

cells for different product groups. Marking of the logotype is made as the second last 

step before putting oil on the product for rust protection as described earlier. The process 

contains three different steps that are made repeatedly during the marking of the tool. 

The pad is a cushion made by a silicon material. It comes in different sizes and needs to 

be changed regularly. The shape of the cushion is seen in the figure below, see Figure 4. 

The pad enables the process of taking an image or text from a flat surface and printing it 

on any shape of surface (All American Supply, 2010). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The figure shows the process of pad printing. 

 

HOW PAD PRINTING WORKS 

The process of marking starts when the tool has been put by the robot in the holder at the 

pad printing station. This was observed during the first week of practice, see Appendix 

A - Week of practice. The pad collects the colors to mark the logotype from two different 

printing plates or clichés containing an engraved logotype and the two colors red and 

yellow. First it marks the tool with the red background color. This is done usually around 

two to three times. Between each time the pad touches a cleaning tape. When the layer 
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of red is thick enough the pad starts to collect the yellow color. It is the same procedure 

as for the red color. It marks two to three times with the yellow color and clean itself in 

between. When the marking process is completed the logotype is dried by a stream of 

air. The whole process takes approximately 40 seconds. Figure 5 shows a pad printing 

station in one of the marking cells at the production plant in Gimo.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Pad printing FSG – cell. 

 

PROS WITH PAD PRINTING 

It is possible to implement in production lines and to be automated. One of the positive 

aspects of pad printing is that it manages the difficult task of putting color on steel. When 

the process does not run into any obstacles the visual result is good, see Figure 6.  

 

These are positive aspects of pad printing, retrieved by observations in production and 

from operating personnel, see Appendix A - Week of practice: 

 

- Pad printing is good when working with smaller batches. 

- Manages to print on all desired surfaces. 

- It manages to put colour on both planar and curved surfaces. 

- The oil treatment afterwards does not seem to affect the marking. 
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Figure 6. A newly pad printed logotype where the visual result is good. 

 

CONS WITH PAD PRINTING 

As the existing main method it gives poor results concerning quality and in securing a 

repetitive process, see example in Figure 7. It is dependent upon many variables to make 

a quality print. Where the largest amount of products are marked the personnel wants to 

replace the pad printing with another method due to the extent of operating trouble it has 

caused, see Appendix A - GVH2. The ink needs mixing and a lot of work from the 

operating personnel. It is difficult to control the viscosity of the ink. For each new product 

group there is need for a texture control. It is up to each operator to subjectively decide 

if the texture is right and a smaller logotype might require thinner ink than a bigger one, 

see Appendix A - FSG – cell, GVR2.  

 

These are problematic aspects of pad printing, retrieved by observations in production 

and from operating personnel, see Appendix A - Week of practice: 

 

- Adds work during production.  

- Automatic packaging is not possible due to pad printing’s poor quality.  

- Different number of dabs with color in different marking cells.  

- Dependent on the surface treatment used.  

- Does not feel like a modern technique.  

- Fingerprints and dirt on the surface compromises the marking. 

- Process of remarking a product due to poor results will take about 3 min per piece!  

- Comes off almost directly when the tools are in use.  

- Silicon residue from pad on substrate may cause rust. 

- The viscosity of the ink is sensitive to change in temperature and humidity. 

- Maintenance time approximately 12 min per day.  

 

 

Figure 7. Logotype marked by pad printing.  
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2.3.2 Labelling 

Labels are used as a compliment to pad printing. There are three different sizes of labels 

in use and it is mostly the product groups of square shank tools that is marked with labels. 

There is also one semi-automated equipment that is used for some of the tools and also 

used as back-up when pad printing fails, see Appendix A - GVH2. Below is a square 

shank turning tool that is marked by labelling and laser, see Figure 8. As of now labelling 

seems as a secure technique with good results, see Appendix A - Observations. Labelling 

as a method will be further explained in chapter 3.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 8. Logotype and product information marked by existing label respectively laser.  

2.3.3 Laser Marking 

Laser marking is common within industrial use. Suitable materials when it comes to laser 

marking is for example metals, glass, plastics, wood, ceramics and leather. Laser marking 

is usually used for marking products with alphanumerical codes with the purpose of 

showing serial number, best before dates and date of manufacturing etcetera (Han & 

Gubencu, 2008). At AB Sandvik Coromant today lasers are used by two different 

principles, either via burning a shiny steel surface or via material removal from a black 

oxide surface. The former creates a dark surface and the latter creates a blank metal 

surface, see Appendix B - Interview 2.  

 

Laser marking is today used for marking of product numbers, batch number, technical 

drawings and information about spare parts. In some cases there is also a laser marked 

logotype. An example is seen above together with the label marked logotype, see Figure 

8. 

HOW LASER MARKING WORKS 

Laser marking is basically “Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of 

Radiation”. Light emits as photons releases due to electrons moving to higher states. The 

emitting of light can be achieved in different ways such as using flash lamps, diodes, 

vanadate, carbon dioxide and fiber. When it comes to marking the flash lamp laser has 

the highest power which makes this laser the fastest regarding material removal. The 
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fiber laser, on the other hand, possesses a high laser beam quality which makes it as good 

as a laser with high power properties (MeccoMark, n.d.).  

PROS  

Compared to other marking techniques laser marking is in the forefront regarding 

flexibility and quality. Other benefits using laser marking is that the marking is 

permanent, the efficiency is high and the operation cost is low. Due to non-contact 

marking the accessibility is good. The method has the advantages of easy integration as 

well as automation. Two other benefits is that the reproducibility and speed is high (Han 

& Gubencu, 2008).  

Fiber Laser 

- Environment friendly due to no consumables. 

- Cost worthy due to minimal maintenance. 

- Smallest footprint of all lasers. 

- Best beam quality compared to vanadate, flash lamp and diode pumped. 

- Easy integration in production. 

- Mountable in all directions. 

Flash Lamp Laser 

- Flexible system due to variable beam expander (MeccoMark, n.d.). 

CONS 

Due to droplets that are solidified scattering can occur which creates lines that are not 

sharp. Thermal stress can also cause micro cracks during the laser marking. These cracks 

are not desirable since they may give foundation to corrosion as well as lead to reduction 

regarding the materials mechanical properties (Han & Gubencu, 2008). 

Fiber Laser 

- Increasing time of marking due to small spot size. 

Flash Lamp Laser 

- Large footprint. 

- Mountable in one direction. 

- The cost of ownership is the highest of all lasers. 

- Consumable flash lamp (MeccoMark, n.d.). 
 

Except from these cons there have been no obvious problems with the laser marking. 

Laser cannot mark with color except for different shades of the burnt in print. This is 

controlled by speed and frequency of the laser. It is only possible to get a nuance of red 

but not to achieve the Coromant-red color, see Appendix B - Interview 2.  
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2.4 Conclusions – Existing Marking Methods 

After analyzing the methods used today at AB Sandvik Coromant conclusions were 

drawn. Comparing pad printing and laser marking most problems are to be found 

concerning the method of pad printing. Labelling is today used for some product 

categories and does not have the same problems as pad printing. Laser marking is a 

secure method that provides good quality markings with repeatable results. Since the 

laser is a secure method that is well suited for product codes etcetera the decision has 

been made to focus on finding better methods regarding marking the logotype. The focus 

will thereby be on color marking and this could also include the information that is 

currently laser marked, even though focus will be on the logotype.  

2.5 RFQ – Specification of Demands  

To be able to send requests to companies working with different marking techniques a 

RFQ – Specification of demands list was made. This document was the result of the field 

study and was made by several iterations. The final specification can be seen in Appendix 

C.  

 

The preliminary RFQ – Specification of demands was made continuously during the 

period of interviews and observations. The aim with this first list was to encircle the 

problem areas from the existing methods and to transform them into demands. The 

purpose was further to review the opinions given by the interviews and observations and 

transform them into demands as well. The preliminary RFQ – Specification of demands 

was reviewed by the reference group and by some of the interviewees. Taking their 

opinions into consideration the final specification of demands was made. It contains the 

most important demands for the marking and the marking process. Regarding the 

placement of the logotype drawings were made. See further information about the 

placement of the logotype under chapter 4.3.1. The red and yellow colors of the logotype 

are important to preserve therefore a section displaying the colors in PMS - Pantone 

Matching system - code was added as well. PMS is a color format for accurate color 

communication given by Pantone (Pantone LLC, 2014). A vectorized EPS - 

Encapsulated PostScript – logotype were also provided to the suppliers.  

 

During the interviews with personnel at AB Sandvik Coromant, see Appendix B, the 

question was asked; Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to 

create demands concerning the marking? The answers were taken in consideration and 

used as a foundation for the RFQ - Specification of demands. The most important 

demands are seen here as stated by the participants: 

 

- The logotype should be easy to apply and be able to manufacture in different 

sizes.  

- The marking process should be fast and cost-effective.  

- The logotype should keep its appearance for as long as possible.  

- Show Coromant quality.  

- It is important to keep in mind the aspects of different shape of the products. 

- It should be a reliable and repetitive process.  

- It should be manageable in all the production countries. 

- Elevation or lowering of the logotype by 1 or 2 tenth of a mm.  

- Functional surfaces cannot be processed. 
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- Enable marking of both logotype and product information. Possible to number 

the placements of the inserts?  

- Withstand coolants. 

- The marking shall be implementable on different surfaces; PVD, dark/light, 

shiny/matted. The marking process needs to be able to handle a black-oxidation 

treated surface as well as a shiny finish. 

- Have a high resolution and good readability.  

2.6 Benchmarking 

As a part of the information gathering a benchmarking was made. Other types of products 

were examined and which marking methods that might have been used. Benchmarking 

was made through Google-search and by visiting stores in Stockholm. It was found that 

labels are a common way of marking your products with the logotype or other 

information. Labels could also be used in many different areas such as marking a 

logotype on electronics and on computers. As seen in Figure 9 below the logotype of the 

speaker is not milled from a solid material, it is a label. Steel products are often marked 

by laser and not commonly marked with color. An exception is the knife with a white 

color marking.  

 

Inkjet printing is used for industrial products but mainly for marking a one-color serial 

number or logotypes. Today though the industry use is mainly focused on barcode 

labeling, packaging, the food industry and wide scale printing. Certain types of printers 

are suited for printing barcodes and label printing in black only. When looking at the 

application for printing on non-stainless steel inkjet is hardly not used for printing with 

color and high resolution. It is mainly used for printing product information on for 

example steel tubes or wooden products.  

 

 

 

Figure 9. A selection of marked products that were found when conducting a bench marking. 
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 MARKING METHODS 

This chapter will show information retrieved about different types of methods for 

marking. Besides the methods there are other important aspects when wanting to mark 

steel with a color. Adhesion is very important and also the type of ink used for making 

the color stick to the product. There are also ways of protecting the color, such as a layer 

of laminate on top of the color and ways of prepping a material for printing. Adhesion 

includes both adhesion of an ink to a surface and the adhesion of adhesives when 

referring to labels.  

 

The mapping below, see Figure 10, shows a wide variety of different marking methods. 

All these methods were collected while brainstorming through the possibilities of color 

marking on steel. From these retrieved methods a few were chosen as suitable for the 

task. These methods are further described here. This is a literature study for gathering 

information on how the methods work and if possible what would be their possibilities 

or limiting aspects. Some of the information was also retrieved from the first contacts 

with suppliers. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Mapping of the methods found during information retrieval. 

 

 

The methods chosen to look into were inkjet, labelling and engraving. Through the 

conducted interviews at AB Sandvik Coromant, see Appendix B, knowledge had been 

retrieved. One of the questions asked were; have you given any thoughts to a new solution 

for marking the products? Some ideas concerning new marking methods were given 

from these answers. This knowledge combined with information from the Benchmarking 

led to further investigation. While retrieving information it was found that coating is only 

a way of covering a larger surface with a label. This can be done with many different 

types of materials and adhesives. 3D-printing is fascinating but as of today it might lack 

in potential as for the production aspect of implementing a new method. An area where 
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greater potential was seen is in the chosen methods. Other methods included the methods 

of etching and silk screen. Etching is a type of engraving method and will be described 

here. Silk screen or screen printing is also a possible choice of method and will therefore 

be described as well. Pin marking is in the mapping included in the engraving-group of 

methods. It will be described below in a separate section.  

3.1 Inkjet Printing 

Digital printing is a generic name for printing techniques which are controlled digitally. 

An image, or other information, is sent from a computer to a printer as a digital file such 

as jpeg, PDF or formats from graphic processing programs such as Illustrator and 

InDesign. Laser and inkjet printing are the two most commonly used digital printing 

techniques. Other methods are thermal auto chrome, dye sublimation, solid ink and 

thermal wax. The information and instructions given by the computer are permanently 

marked onto paper or other substrates. Substrates is the material of the surface that is 

being printed on. In the case of this project the substrate is a non-stainless steel surface 

peened or with a black-oxidation surface treatment. Inkjet printing is a technique widely 

used in offices globally and is also used for industrial applications. It actually started as 

a technique for date code printing and marking products (Hon, Hutchings & Li, 2008). It 

is of interest when wanting to mark color on a metal surface. Inkjet printing is more 

flexible than laser printing and will take a big place in the printing industry in the future 

according to Christer Lie, see Appendix D.  

  

Before digital printing the five widest used printing processes were; offset lithography 

and letterpress, flexography, gravure and screen printing (Leach, 2007). Offset 

lithography printing technique, being used since the beginning of printing, is still the 

widest used technique in the printing industry but might be forced to back down when 

the digital printing techniques widen their markets. Digital printing is time saving and 

makes printing on demand easy (Miller, 2014).  

3.1.1 Industrial Inkjet Printing 

Described here will be the technique of inkjet printing and the use of the method for 

industrial application. When using the technique of inkjet printing in the process of 

manufacturing or on a product line it is used industrially. The technology works well in 

demanding and hostile production environments and is being further implemented to 

industrial applications (Xennia Technology Ltd, 2014).  

 

When looking into inkjet printing the aspects of resolution is important. The resolution 

is measured in DPI, Dots Per Inch, which is a format widely used in the graphics industry. 

It states how many small dots that are placed in a square inch. More dots give a higher 

resolution. An inkjet printer prints with a resolution usually around 1200 DPI. The 

resolution is controlled by the size of the ink droplets and it might be difficult to control. 

It is common that inkjet printers have a higher vertical resolution. The resolution is better 

from top-bottom than from left-right. A high resolution demands more operation time 

and use of ink. There are printers working with “optimized DPI”. This means that the 

printer heads are optimizing the placement of ink droplets. The same area might be 

printed several times to ensure a high resolution (Piazza, 2014). 
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During the process of ink leaving the nozzle and landing on the substrate there are 

occurring phenomena of “splashing”. Droplets of ink can be difficult to control and 

spreading of them on a solid surface especially. When in need of a precise location of 

droplets this is not wanted. This behavior appear more often when using CIJ - Continuous 

Ink Jet, than DOD - Drop on Demand, technology. For both these technologies there 

might be a smaller drop between the intended larger droplets. This drop is not wanted 

and it might be possible to reconnect it with the larger droplets before touching the 

substrate (Hon, Hutchings & Li, 2008). 

CONTINUOUS AND DROP-ON-DEMAND 

Due to the fact that it is a non-impact technique, which means that there is only the ink 

and never the print head touching the substrate, it allows for many different shapes and 

surfaces to be printed on (Thompson, 1998) (Pannier Corporation, 2014). Ink touches the 

surface in forms of small digitally controlled droplets. The ink comes from a nozzle, see 

Figure 11 below.  

 

 

Figure 11. This is the concept of how an ink jet printer works. 

 

According to Hon, Hutchings & Li (2008) there are two main technologies in which an 

ink jet printer works, CIJ and DOD. Furthermore these two technologies can be 

subdivided into different techniques, see Figure 12 (Thompson, 1998).  

 

 

 

Figure 12. The chart shows the different techniques available for inkjet printing. 

 

Continuous Inkjet (CIJ)  

The ink is pushed through one or several narrow nozzles in a continuous stream with a 

pressure of about 3 times 105 Pa. As a result of the high speed the ink stream breaks into 

droplets. The size and frequency of the droplets depends on the surface tension of the 

ink, applied pressure and diameter of the nozzle. The surface tension must be below 35 

𝑚𝑁𝑚−1 for the printer to produce a fine stream of droplets. It is important with regularity 

of drops and this is ensured by a piezoelectric crystal that is attached to the ink reservoir. 
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It applies a high frequency pulsating pressure. To be able to control the direction of the 

ink droplets an electrostatic charge is induced on them when they leave the nozzle. For 

the charged droplets to find the right place on the substrate they pass through two 

similarly charged plates that repel or deflects the droplets, see Figure 13 (Thompson, 

1998). The repelled droplets are collected and later returned to the ink reservoir. The 

speed in which the droplets hits the substrate is 5 to 20 meter per second. The minimum 

size of a printed character is about 7x5 dots and characters can be achieved by printing 

droplets in a form of a matrix. Characters within this size might be printed so that around 

2000 characters per second is printed (Leach, 1993). Explained above is the process of a 

single continuous jet. This is mostly used for in-line coding and numbering (Thompson, 

1998). 
 

 

Figure 13. CIJ prints selected droplets by deflecting the unwanted. 

 

There are also the methods of multiple jet and Hertz technology that have different 

application areas (Thompson, 1998). The multiple jet uses several nozzles that are placed 

close together. Contrary to the use of one single nozzle the wanted droplets are uncharged 

to avoid electrostatic interaction amongst adjacent droplets. The process is simpler than 

the single nozzle but printing precision is more demanding. The Hertz technology is 

characterized by really small droplets as a result of a very small nozzle. A printed spot 

on a substrate consists of a group of droplets. With the Hertz method a grey color level 

is possible when varying the number of droplets. This method achieves high print quality 

but there could be problems working with the small sized nozzles. The technique is also 

prone to longer operation time (Leach, 2007).   

 

Drop-on-Demand (DOD)  
As with the continuous inkjet a pressure is applied to form droplets of ink. The difference 

is that when using drop-on-demand pressure is only applied when a drop of ink is needed. 

The pressure is controlled by digital electrical signals from a computer (Thompson, 

1998). Ink is emitted from a container as a reaction to an activating signal, see Figure 14 

(Hon, Hutchings & Li, 2008). A widely used system contains of a row of twelve nozzles 

which are each controlled by a piezo-electric crystal. When printing a matrix column 

there is no need for deflection of droplets to form an image. There are no recovery of 
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repelled droplets and therefore the technique is simpler than other ink jet technologies. 

There are other methods of DOD such as Canon Bubble-jet, also called thermal ink, and 

hot melt inkjet. (Leach, 2007). According to Hon, Hutchings & Li (2008) the piezo-

electric method is usually chosen for industrial inkjet application.  

 

 

Figure 14. DOD is controlled from electrical signal affecting the ink container. 

 

3.2 Labelling  

This chapter will begin with describing different kinds of labels available on the market. 

Then the construction of a label will be described with its different layers with purpose 

to understand how it is engineered and which aspects that are most important regarding 

labelling. Beside the construction some aspects of implementation in production will be 

described as well. Important aspects of the label performance will also be described 

below such as the adhesive (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). 

3.2.1 Different Kinds of Labels 

There are as many labels as there are suitable adhesives and materials to build up the 

label with. Pressure sensitive labels, with pressure sensitive adhesives - PSAs, are one of 

the most commonly used labels in consumer products (Creton, 2003). 

PRESSURE SENSITIVE LABEL – PS LABEL 

The pressure sensitive label adhere to a surface when the label is exposed with moderate 

to light pressure which vary with different adhesives. A label is made of several layers 

as a sandwich construction (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). This construction will be 

described below. 

3.2.2 The Construction of a Label  

The construction of a label is made up as a sandwich construction built up by different 

layers. Below is an illustration of the sandwich construction which follows by further 

description of the different layers, see Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. The figure shows an example of a label structure. 

 

LINER AND RELEASE COAT 

The first layer is called a liner which is the paper that the labels are attached to. The liner 

with the attached labels are delivered in rolls. On the liner is a release coat. The release 

coat is designed to resist the adhesive in order to make the adhesive and face stock 

removable from the liner (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003).  

ADHESIVES 

When it comes to labeling the adhesive is a glue that attaches the face stock to the 

product. Adhesive formulas are available in a huge variety. The choice of adhesive is 

generally due to whether or not the label should be permanent or removable. Which 

surface material the label is considered to be attached to as well as the surface roughness 

of the product is a critical factor. The climate where the labels are stored is an important 

factor when designing labels. Included in the climate-factor is whether or not the air is 

damp or dry and which temperature the surrounding areas hold (Labelling Systems Inc, 

2003). 

FACE STOCK 

As you can see in Figure 15 the face stock is the material that is the core construction of 

the label. The face stock comes in a great variety of materials such as paper, plastic films, 

foils, fabrics and laminates (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). 

TOP COAT 

The top coat is applied over the face stock in order to protect the label from abrasion 

and/or to highlight characteristics of the label. Top coats can also be used to improve the 

adhesion and/or readability of secondary imprints, usually for date or lot coding 

(Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). 

3.2.3 Print and Apply or Apply only Solutions 

The print and apply solution is the area within pressure sensitive labeling where the 

development occurs most rapidly (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). 

APPLY ONLY 

With apply only solution the labels are preprinted and attached with an automatic 

machine. This method is used in various types of applications such as decoration of 
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packages, promotional using coupons, security seals, theft security and product display 

using hang tabs (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003).  

PRINT AND APPLY 

Print and apply solutions is suitable when it comes to package identification and tracking 

used typically when shipping products or in warehouses. It is variable since printing is 

done in the machine before applying the label. It is also suitable when the user wants the 

information to be variable. This solution can also be in favor if the user does not wish to 

hold a large stock of labels. It is also used for decoration as the technology evolves with 

faster printing machines as well as higher resolution (Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). 

3.2.4 How to Attach the Label to the Product 

There are different techniques when it comes to attaching labels on products. Attaching 

labels can be done using tools like brushes, rollers, cylinders and vacuum pads. In 

applications where the product cannot be touched by tools there are solutions using blasts 

of air. Brushes or rollers can be used via a method called wipe on/roll on, using a brush 

or roller with the purpose of wiping the label down from the labeling machine. Another 

method is called blow on which uses a blast of air to attach the label to the product 

(Labelling Systems Inc, 2003). 

3.3 Engraving and Color Filling 

Engraving is basically to incise or cut a material using a cutting tool and thereby remove 

material (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2014). There are several methods available 

concerning engraving such as laser engraving, etching and milling. The method of laser 

engraving was described earlier in chapter 2.3.3. These methods could together with 

color filling be used for marking color onto steel products. Color filling will here be an 

added step of the process. The color filling would be made by the same method 

irrespective of which of the methods used for engraving. The picture beneath shows a 

milling machine that is used for engraving. During a visit at the engraving company 

Holmquistsign they were color filling the engraved areas by hand, see Appendix E.  

 

 

Figure 16. A milling machine under the process of engraving a sign. 
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3.3.1 Etching 

There are a variety of methods when it comes to etching. One of the most common is 

etching with help of original plates. This method is performed by making a blank plate 

coated by light-sensitive resist which is illustrating the desired image, inverted. Areas 

that are exposed develops insoluble properties. Then the plate is put under heat which 

aims to harden the resist. Then it is fixed in the etching machine which etches the plate 

and the soluble areas becomes submerged in relation to the areas with the hardened resist. 

This method of etching is called Powderless Etching Process. This kind of method does 

unfortunately not provide repetitive results. However if you use photopolymer films on 

flexible metal sheets this problem does not arise (Leach, 2007). 

3.4 Pin Marking 

According to Gravotech (2006-2013) pin marking is a method that is fast, easy to use 

and reliable when it comes to creating a lasting mark on a material. They construct their 

machines with the design of a vibrating pin that is driven by air or electricity. The pin 

will be vibrating up to 300 times per second and is moved across a print area by two 

stepping motors. The resolution is 0.025 mm between each step and the print will look 

like a continuous line. As seen in Figure 17 below a pin marking needle is marking 

information onto a product.  

 

 

 

Figure 17. In the process of pin marking a product with information (Traceability Solutions, 

n.d.). 

 

The equipment is controlled by a unit which can be integrated in the marking equipment. 

The information that will be marked can be received by the printing device from 

computer, a scanner or any other system (Gravotech, 2006-2013). There is equipment 

that enables marking on large objects, manual marking and deep marking (Dankab, 

2013). 

 

This marking method is fit to mark on any materials such as wood, plastic and steel. The 

material can have a hardness of up to 62 HRC. The applied force is variable and enables 

marking on materials from glass to hardened steel. It is possible to mark on both flat and 

curved surfaces and the method can manage a variation in surface of up to 10 mm without 
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need of extra equipment. It is possible to print any type of information with a speed of 

up to seven signs per second (Gravotech, 2006-2013). 

3.5 Screen Printing 

Screen printing or silk-screen printing is an impact printing method where the use of a 

master is required (Kipphan, 2001). A master or stencil is a printing plate that is used as 

a model of the print and is used to mark the substrate. The stencil is supported by a fabric 

mesh of silk, metal threads or synthetic fibers that is put firmly on a frame. To be able to 

control what is printed there are pores in the mesh that are blocked in the areas of non-

printing and open in the printing areas. The fabric carrying the image is called the screen 

and the areas producing the image is called a stencil (Leach, 2007). Screen printing was 

at first only a manual process of printing. To make understanding of the principle of 

screen printing an explanation of this manual process will follow, see Figure 18. When 

taken into production and automation the most basic principles are the same.  

3.5.1 How it’s Done 

According to Perry (2011) the first step is to make the wanted information stick to the 

screen. There is a need of a positive of the image or text desired to print. To create a 

positive you photocopy the image onto a transparency. This is used to create the area on 

the screen where the ink should push through. The screen needs to be coated with a light 

sensitive emulsion. This can be done by applying it in a thin layer to the bottom of the 

screen with a squeegee (scraper). It should dry and not be exposed to light.  

 

  

 

Figure 18. Illustration showing the basics of creating a screen print. 
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The procedure of making the image stick to the screen can be done in several ways. An 

easy way of doing it is to have a strong lamp and place the package containing a non-UV 

resistant glass on top of the positive placed face down on the screen that is placed top 

down on a piece of soft foam. The package needs to be put closely together. The light 

will cure the area where the image is not covering the emulsion. The emulsion will in 

these places stick to the screen and the emulsion in areas where you want ink to press 

through will be washed away by water. Now the stencil is completed (Perry, 2011). 

 

The printing process needs to be stable and under control not to make the print uneven. 

Place the screen on a table and fasten it with vises. Put something between the screen 

and table to keep a little distance. There might be areas around the emulsion that you do 

not want ink to pass through, if so cover with tape. It is important to get the substrate in 

the right position under the screen. Put it under the screen and mark the position so that 

the next print will be done in the same way. This step is called registration (Perry, 2011). 

  

Printing is made by adding ink to the frame. The ink is poured onto on edge of the screen 

and smoothly made to cover the print area. In production an ink container is attached to 

one end of the screen (Leach, 2007). After this is done place the substrate under the 

screen and lower the screen on the substrate. When a squeegee/scraper is drawn across 

the screen it forces the ink to push through the open pores and creating an image on the 

substrate. The result is dependent upon the amount of pressure and the angle of the 

squeegee. The finer the print achieved the more upright is the scraper (Leach, 2007). 

Now there is an image on the substrate and the process can be done again and again 

(Perry, 2011).  

3.5.2 Screen Printing in Production 

Producing the screen is made swiftly and is cheap. These qualities makes it a good 

process for short-runs production. Regardless of which type of operating machine - 

different brands of machines - the process of printing is normally the same. The substrate 

is in most cases fastened by a vacuum during printing. This prevents the substrate to get 

stuck to the screen by the ink. Screen printing can industrially be a manually controlled 

method, a semi-automatic or a fully automatic method. To be able to produce printed 

products with the required operation time a fully automatic method is the fastest option. 

Full automation has been made useful when thinner and quickly dried inks are used. The 

process is today faster with the possibility to keep the substrate come in a continuous 

stream instead of the use of vacuum fastener (Leach, 2007). 

 

There are three typical ways of printing with a screen print; flat-bed, flat-to-round and 

rotary printing (round to round). When using the flat-bed machine both screen and 

substrate are flat and ink is transferred by movements with the squeegee. Flat-to-round 

is done by a rotating cylinder where the substrate is attached or by movements of both 

screen against the substrate. The squeegee is still during both procedures. During the 

rotary printing both substrate and screen is moving and the squeegee is still. The substrate 

is moving between two cylinders where the upper one is carrying the screen (Kipphan, 

2001).  

 

The thickness of the print is normally around 20-100 µm. There are a lot of different inks 

available for screen printing, more than for any other printing method. Typical 

applications are printing on textiles, packaging, large format advertising posters, toys, 

dashboards in cars and so on (Kipphan, 2001). Possibilities to print on non-flat objects 
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are good. Non-flat means round objects such as bottles or balls. Also the method can be 

used for printing on object with irregular shapes by using a highly elastic screen and a 

squeegee specially shaped for the geometry of the products. The method is 

implementable in production lines (Leach, 2007).  

3.6 Ink, Adhesives and Adhesion 

When color marking there is a significant need of the ink, colorants, to adhere to the 

substrate. This aspect is equally significant for all of the described marking methods. The 

ink in itself carries these colorants and also adhesives. Adhesive is equally important 

regarding ink and also labels. A label needs the adhesive to adhere to the surface and so 

does the ink. Below follows information regarding these subjects. 

3.6.1 Inks 

When adding color to metal it is mostly made by coating or a polish. This is done to 

larger surfaces and not only to a small part of the object. To print on metals, especially 

steel that is non-stainless, provides with difficulties. Paper has been the original substrate 

to print on and it has the ability of absorbing ink, which metals do not. Therefore the ink 

must be dried by application of heat or some other form of energy (Leach, 2007). When 

selecting pigment for metal decorating the options is more restricted than for printing on 

paper or cardboard. 

 

The inks used for printing and marking are liquids or pastes made for making an image 

or text reproduced on a substrate. The ink carries the colorants needed to print the wanted 

information. To get a glossy finish or protect the printed surface there are lacquers and 

overprint vanishes that can be printed on top of the ink. The lacquers and vanishes are 

also inks but without any colorants. Thickness of the printed ink is usually between 2 to 

3 µm. The ink in general consists of a blend of up to eight solvents that hold colorants, 

binder and additives in solution. The function of ink is to adhere and bind the colorants 

to the substrate and to keep it there during the lifecycle of the printed product (Leach, 

2007). 

 

There are two major components of ink used for marking; the dispersion of insoluble 

colorants or solution of dies and these lies in a varnish or vehicle to make the resulting 

ink printable. The vehicle dries and then binds the colorants to the substrate. The two 

components does each affect the result of the print and must meet the demands of the 

process and the demands of the substrate (Leach, 2007). Ink can make the print look 

intense, transparence, glossy or colorful regarding the use of colorants in the ink and the 

specific vehicle system used. 

UV CURED INK 

There are several ways to make ink dry. UV-led technology is one way of achieving this. 

UV stands for ultraviolet light which is an electro-magnetic radiation. This technology 

has been used by printers commercially since the 70´s. Early used in screen printing it is 

now replacing other methods throughout the printing market. It is replacing the solvent 

inks which used to be more commonly used. The inks which are water- or solvent based 

dries from evaporation. During this process 80 to 90 percent of the ingredients vanishes. 

There are no evaporation of ink during UV-curing and there is less ink used per square 

printing surface. These inks will dominate the choice of technology for industrial inkjet 
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printing in the future (Burton, 2008). Inks used together with UV led curing has one thing 

in common, they all have the ability to change from a fluid-phase to a solid-phase by a 

chemical reaction started by a UV-light (Leach, 2007). 

3.6.2 Adhesion and Adhesives   

Adhesives has been around for millennia and has been found in the ancient Egypt where 

a broken pottery had been repaired with pine rosin which was the first known hot melt 

adhesive. The oldest known application of animal glue is from as early as 1500 BC. 

These early adhesives were natural products like animal glues, starch, tree rosin, latex 

rubber and casein. These substances are still used as adhesives both in their natural, as 

well as, in a modified form. In the 1940s synthetic adhesives were developed. The 

development of new adhesives has been accompanied by the development of synthetic 

polymers. Adhesives are an important joining of many of the products and vehicles we 

observe every day such as bookbinding, packages, cars and aircraft structures. These high 

tech products has made the development in the field of adhesives to quickly come a long 

way (Thompson, 1998). 

PRINCIPLES AND THEORY OF ADHESIVES AND ADHESION 

Adhesion is about bonding two surfaces, these two surfaces are called adherents. These 

two surfaces bonds with an intermediate material which is called the adhesive 

(Thompson, 1998). 

Bonding of Two Surfaces 

In order to bond two surfaces together close molecular contact between the adherend and 

the adhesive is fundamental. Between the two surfaces the distance cannot be longer than 

0.5 nm. If the distance is bigger the forces of adhesion will not be strong enough to keep 

the surfaces bonded. Most surfaces has a surface roughness of at least several hundred 

nm. Which mean that most surfaces cannot come that close to each other. This further 

means that one of the surfaces must deform in order to fit the other unless you put an 

adhesive that enters all the irregularities in order to form a bridging bond between the 

surfaces. Another fundamental principle for bounding two surfaces is to make sure the 

adhesive wets every inch of the two adherends. The surface energy of the adherend has 

to be higher than the surface energy of the adhesive in order for this to even be possible. 

The difference between the surface energies of the adherend and the adhesive should be 

at least 10 mNm^-1. If you, for example put a drop of water between two glass plates 

this creates a bond due to the surface energy of the glass. The surface energy of the glass 

is 75 mNm^-1 where the, SiO3, polar silicate groups attracts the polar groups, OH, in 

water which has a surface energy/tension of 72. 6 mNm^-1.  This bond between water 

and glass is hard to disassemble. The likelihood that the adhesive with polar molecules 

will bond with the adherend increases the more polar the molecules in the adherend is. 

After the bond has been made it of course has to stay that way. When solidification is 

complete the strength of the bond is amplified. A rule to keep in mind is that the bond 

can never possess greater strength than the weakest adherend it is attached to (Thompson, 

1998).  

DIFFERENT KINDS OF ADHESIVES 

Solidification occur by three processes, hotmelt, drying and curing. Between these 

processes there are many different combinations that are possible.  Below some of these 

processes are described. The solidification processes determines the different types of 
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adhesives. These adhesives determines the way of solidifying inks as well. Where 

solvent-based adhesives and curing-adhesives are used, see chapter 3.6.1.  

Drying Adhesives  

When it comes to drying adhesives the adhesive polymer has a carrier normally 

consisting of water or an organic solvent that it is dissolved in. Due to absorption and 

evaporation of the liquid stage the carrier is lost and a solid bond is made. In order to 

complete the process of drying heat might be necessary to add to the process (Thompson, 

1998).  

Solvent-Based Adhesives 

According to Thompson (1998) solvent based adhesives includes synthetic rubbers like 

elastomers or polymers that is mixed in an organic solution and thereby dissolved in it. 

Due to increased molecular mass the viscosity increases as well, its wetting properties, 

however, is gradually decreasing. The solvent evaporates during the process and the 

solution gets thicker along with the evaporation process which finally leaves a solid bond. 

This bond holds the same properties as the initial undissolved substance and if a solvent 

is added the bond is dissolved again.  

Water-Based Adhesives 

Small polymer/elastomer particles are in this kind of adhesive suspended in water and 

creates emulsions. The emulsions viscosity varies along with the solid content as well as 

the particle size. Water either evaporates or absorbs which leads to less water in the 

emulsion which further means that the distance between the particles are decreasing. By 

decreased water and thereby increased viscosity the particles creates a solid film due to 

strong attraction. These bonds will not dissolve since they were not solvable from the 

beginning (Thompson, 1998).  

Pressure-Sensitive Adhesives 

The pressure-sensitive adhesives is a kind of drying adhesives.  In order for the adhesive 

to wet the adherend properly, pressure is necessary. Before the adhesive and the adherend 

is united most of the drying process takes place. These kinds of adhesives are commonly 

used as coatings for tapes as well as labels. These adhesives includes soft 

polymers/elastomers and before they finally set/dries they have long intervals of 

ductility. Due to this stage of ductility these kinds of adhesives can be used where the 

product should be resoluble. Pressure sensitive adhesives are simply liquids flowing 

extremely slowly and never fully solidifies, nor does it change from its original state 

when the process of adhesion is done (Thompson, 1998).  

Hot Melt Adhesives 

Regarding these adhesives a bond is made as the heated adhesives temperature drops. 

They consists of resins, thermoplastics and waxes and melt; which has its melting point 

in a range from 100-250  Celsius.  In order to create a strong bond the adhesive has to 

wet both adherends and then be cooled quickly. The most optimal if it is possible to make 

the temperature drop to that of the surroundings. Regarding the viscosity it should be low 

until the adherends are attached and then by cooling generate a high viscosity and a 

stronger bond. Most commonly in hot melt adhesives are polymers like EVAs, 

polyamides, and polyesters, just to mention a few. These adhesives are for example used 

for high speed packaging and book/magazine bindings. The fast hardening of these 
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adhesives makes them suitable for high production speeds and they are economic as well. 

They do not demand UV-curing in order to set, which leads to less operating space. Since 

they do not contain any water or solvents that has to be dissolved it requires less energy 

in production, this lack of organic solvents also means that they are no harm to the 

environment. Furthermore, they seem not to have any limit in terms of aging. The 

adhesive is compared to others more expensive but it is argued that the winnings in 

production compensates for the higher price. One of the negative aspects regarding this 

adhesive is that it is sensitive to heat exposure. If the temperature is as high as the glass 

transmission temperature Tg the bond will start to soften. This is a typical property of 

thermoplastics. At low temperatures there is a risk that the bond will be brittle instead 

which can be prevented using plasticizers (Thompson, 1998).  

Pressure-Sensitive Hot Melts  

This type of adhesive is composed by thermoplastic rubbers. The restraints regarding 

pressure sensitive adhesive includes unsatisfactory shear resistance during high 

temperatures, poor chemical resistance, deteriorating of desired properties due to ambient 

UV-light as well as cold flow when exposed to pressure (Thompson, 1998).  

Curing Adhesives 

In this group of adhesives the adhesive sets due to chemical reactions. The chemical 

reactions is a result of change in environment such as heat, moisture, ultraviolet light or 

oxygen. This method creates bonds that possess extreme strength. Curing can be done by 

mixing for example two-part epoxides which sets at room temperature. This is a method 

that generates extremely strong bonds and are therefore used in applications with metals, 

ceramics and plastics. They are for example used in glass fiber laminates (Thompson, 

1998).  

 

Adhesives can also be cured by ultraviolet radiation and electron beam. Regarding 

electron beams the bond is created by the high energy of the electron beams that breaks 

the bonds in the adhesive which leads to cross linking in the material. Regarding the 

electron beam radiation hitting a solid material such as metal, there is a chance that the 

energy may be transformed into electromagnetic radiation. Regarding UV-curing the 

UV-radiation makes the adhesive dry and thereby creates a strong bond. The positive 

aspects of this method is that the UV-curing can be done at a high speed and low energy 

costs. The method has good wetting as well as adhesion properties. A negative aspect is 

the economical one, the adhesive itself is relatively expensive. One restriction regarding 

this method is that at least one adherent has to be transparent towards UV-radiation 

(Thompson, 1998).  

3.7 Evaluation of Methods  

From the methods described a selection was made regarding suitability for marking on 

AB Sandvik Coromant’s products. A matrix was used were each method was measured 

against chosen demands taken from the RFQ - Specification of demands, see Appendix 

C. In this stage of the project the knowledge of the different methods was limited to the 

information retrieved and some information given by suppliers. In Matrix 1 below the 

methods were given a score from 1 to 10 on how well they met the demands. In turn the 

demands were weighted from 1-5 regarding how important they were. The chosen 

demands were all important for implementation of a new method, why they all got a high 

weight.  
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The selection was made so that the three highest ranked methods would be through to 

the next steps of idea- and concept generating as well as prototyping. These methods 

were inkjet, labelling and gravure and color filling. Gravure is the process of engraving 

by laser or milling. The three methods left, etching and color filling, screen printing and 

pin marking and color filling, all had properties that was not coherent with the demands. 

Etching and color filling was not ensured to manage a repetitive quality for this type of 

production. Screen printing would have difficulties with the geometry of the products 

and Pin marking and color filling would impair the products. Screen printing requires a 

scraper to distribute the color which could be a difficult task on AB Sandvik Coromant’s 

products due to geometries. There might also be damage to the surface treatment by the 

use of a scraper. Pin marking might build in tension in the material and the redundant 

material must be taken care of. 
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Labelling 10 10 10 3 3 5 10 5 254 

Gravure and color 
filling 

6 5 7 7 4 5 5 9 201 

Etching and color 
filling 

6 2 3 7 4 5 5 5 154 

Inkjet 10 10 10 10 10 8 8 5 329 

Screen printing 10 10 5 3 4 5 5 1 196 

Pin marking and color 
filling 

6 5 1 7 4 5 5 5 159 

 

Matrix 1. Evaluation matrix for marking methods. 
 

Labelling, the first column, got the second highest score of 254. Labels can be produced 

in all the varieties of color and is able to achieve a color marking. The possibilities to 

achieve repetitive results were given a high score. The given score was based on 

knowledge about the automation and equipment given from observations regarding 

current production at AB Sandvik Coromant, see Appendix A - Observations.  

 

When applying a label it is not done with a force that can impair on the products. The 

label is attached to the surface. Labelling has gotten the lowest results regarding the 

demands of flexibility. If choosing an Apply - solution the labels are printed by the 

supplier which not allows for an easy swop of color or motive. With Print and apply there 

might be a possibility to be more flexible. This shows that there are cons with labelling 

in its lack of flexibility while in production. This comprises both variation of color and 

form. Labels are easy to implement in production and it is easy to control a repetitive 

process.  
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With the techniques for applying the labels it is thought possible to attach them to planar 

and curved surfaces but it needs to be investigated further. Regarding the demands “Not 

limited to products geometry” there are not enough information as of now. Therefore the 

method got a score of 5.  

 

Gravure and color filling is in itself only a method of removing material to make a 

marking in a substrate. In itself it cannot mark with color. This would mean adding 

another step to the marking process. This is one of the cons as well as impairing the 

products. This method got the lowest total score of the three chosen methods. If 

comparing to Screen printing though, the closest runner up, Gravure and color filling did 

not get a scoring of 1 on a single demand. And as stated from chapter 2.6 Benchmarking 

it would be of interest to look further into the possibilities regarding this method. In this 

stage there were not enough information retrieved about which method of color filling to 

be used, therefore the method scored a 5 regarding “Repetitive quality”.  

 

Inkjet was the method to receive the highest score of 329. There are vast opportunities 

with inkjet when it comes to variation of color and form. The industrial inkjet printer 

would operate in the same way as a printer for private use when it comes to coloring. A 

printer for private use it prints with repetitive quality and so would an industrial inkjet 

printer as well. The printer head moves above the products and there is only ink touching 

them. The method therefore got the highest score on the demand “Not impair the 

products”.  

 

The cons here are instead related to the type of surface to be implemented on. This 

concerns both the surface treatment, degree of hardening and the shape of the surface. 

There are difficulties with making the ink adhere to the substrate. Which is the key in 

being able to use inkjet to mark the logotype. It might be proven a challenge to print on 

all the wanted surfaces and therefore the method got its lowest score of 5 on the demand 

“Not limited by products geometry”.  
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 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

After the methods were chosen from information retrieved within the field study and 

literature study the methods needed to be evaluated. This in order to see if they would 

meet the demands as well as the literature stated and to get an insight in the importance 

of ink and adhesion. This phase of the process included idea- and concept generating, 

realization of the developed concepts, industrialization, evaluations and final choice. The 

methods used throughout the project are described in chapter 1.6.  

 

The product development process is seen in the chart below, see Figure 19. Before the 

actual product development took place the first phase of the project was product 

definition and information retrieval. Parallel with this different suppliers were looked 

into. The first phase ended with the Evaluation of marking methods after which the 

product development started. This phase, from idea- and concept generating to Final 

evaluation/Choice of method, will be described in this chapter.  

 

Suppliers were found parallel as the idea- and concept generating took place. The 

concepts were given to the suppliers whom made the prototypes. The prototypes are the 

products marked with the new marking methods. In some cases after evaluating the 

prototypes there were need for another iteration of idea generating. After the evaluation 

the prototypes were tested and at the same time an industrialization concerning the three 

chosen methods was conducted. The last step was the final evaluation after which a 

choice of solution was made.  

 

Figure 19. Product development process chart. 

4.1 Idea Generating  

Idea generation was made concerning the methods possibilities of marking the AB 

Sandvik Coromant logotype. Emphasis was that through idea generating create concepts 

that could be realized through prototyping. This was conducted with focus on the three 

methods chosen from the evaluation in chapter 3.7. 

 

With knowledge regarding the three methods, inkjet, labelling and gravure and color 

filling an idea generating session were made through brainstorming. The session resulted 

in ideas that could be implemented to concepts of the different methods. Some of these 

ideas can be seen in Figure 20. The idea generating was made with all retrieved 

knowledge in mind, from literature study and the field study. There is a desire that the 

logotype should keep its appearance for as long as possible. In wanting to enable these 

ideas, concepts regarding different types of protection transpired. The logotype could be 

protected by submersion, through protection of a laminate or other covering material or 
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through a sealing of the edges. The idea of creating a marking in different levels felt 

interesting and the method of engraving could here be used as a mean of submerging 

inkjet printing and labeling. A submersion of the logotype would give the feeling that it 

becomes more a part of the product. 

 

Could there be a possibility of adding something to the marking? With a label it would 

be possible to build in a RFID-chip or some other readable data. By doing this there 

might not be a need for the product code and other information to be marked onto the 

product.  

 

During the idea generation value words that could be applied to the logotype and that 

included features that are important for AB Sandvik Coromant were decided. The 

marking should be Attractive, Professional and Durable, show Quality, be a Next 

generation marking and give a sense of Premium. These word comprises the type of 

products AB Sandvik Coromant is developing and how they would want a new marking 

method to effect the products.  

 

Figure 20. Idea generating regarding the different methods. 

 

4.2 Concept Generating 

The conceptualization phase included different concepts for each of the methods; gravure 

and color filling, labelling and inkjet. The concepts were based on ideas from the 

brainstorming sessions.  

4.2.1 Gravure 

As of now the concept of gravure and color filling will be referred to as Gravure. As 

described earlier engraving can be done by different techniques to achieve an engraved 

surface. These concepts are supposed to be engraved through milling and then be color 

filled. There were three concepts chosen for engraving. Besides the logotype there was 

Protect via submersion/gravure 

Protection through laminate 

Quality 

 Next Generation 

Edge-sealing - label 

Professional 

Durable 
Attractive 

Different levels of depths 

RFID - chip 
Premium 
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also an interest from AB Sandvik Coromant to mark the product code in color. During 

the concept generating suggestions regarding engraving the product code were developed 

as well. In the RFQ - Specification of demands there is a demand regarding the depth or 

height of logotype in relation to the surface. An engraved logotype could only be 

engraved to a depth of two tenths of a mm, see Appendix C. This demand was kept in 

mind while creating the concepts. 

 

Regarding Gravure it is more difficult working with two colors as well as with smaller 

sizes. Concept 1 and 2 was developed with this knowledge in mind and to enable gravure 

as a marking method for the logotype. A demand regarding the project was to preserve 

both colors and form of the logotype. Gravure concept 1 and 2 were generated to show 

how the logotype easier can be done using gravure. It is a combination of the two colors 

that gives the Coromant feeling.  

GRAVURE CONCEPT 1 

This concept shows of a new use of the two colors of AB Sandvik Coromant’s logotype. 

The colors are separated to make color filling easier. There are two lines added to frame 

the logotype and to create a clean-cut look, see Figure 21. The yellow colored line above 

Sandvik replaces the yellow background of the current logotype and the red line beneath 

Coromant replaces the red box in the current logotype. The entire logotype would be 

engraved with the same depth. 

 

 

 

Figure 21. This is concept 1 with distinctive lines framing the logotype. 

 

GRAVURE CONCEPT 2 

By separating the colors both gravure and color filling of the logotype is made easier. 

The text Sandvik Coromant will have the same color as the surface of the tool. The two 

colored fields will be engraved to the same depth, whereas the text is not engraved at all.  

 

 

 

Figure 22. Here the colors has been used in a way to enable engraving as a choice. 
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GRAVURE CONCEPT 3 

This concept is simply a concept of keeping the current logotype exactly as it is. In order 

to keep the current appearance the logotype has to be engraved with different depths to 

enable color filling see Appendix E.  

 

 

 

Figure 23. The concept of keeping the current appearance of the logotype. 

 

CONCEPTS OF PRODUCT INFORMATION 

The illustrations in Figure 24 shows how it could look if the product code would be 

engraved by milling or laser and then color filled. The yellow color stands out more 

against the dark surface, why it is chosen. The red color would pop-out against a lighter 

surface and therefore some of the text is marked in red, see the shaft of Corodrill 870. 

The numbers on the milling tool are red to provide a sober design.  

 

 

 

Figure 24. Example of how the product code/text can be done with Gravure. 
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4.2.2 Inkjet 

Regarding the inkjet method two concepts were generated. One where the printing is 

done in a submersion to protect the logotype and one on top of the surface. A primer is 

thought to make the ink set properly, and is illustrated in both Inkjet concepts below. 

Then the logotype and a protective laminate is printed. Inkjet concept 1 and 2 is the same 

except that Inkjet concept 1 is submerged. The illustrations regarding Inkjet are a 

magnification of how the real concepts would look. This to in a better way shows the 

structure of the marking. 

INKJET CONCEPT 1  

This concept shows a submersion made before adding the printed logotype. The logotype 

would mediate being a part of the product and be protected by both the depth of the 

submersion and from the lamination. 

 

Figure 25. Layers shown by cross section of Inkjet concept 1 that is submerged. 

 

INKJET CONCEPT 2  

Here are the three different layers of the inkjet marked logotype seen on-top of the 

surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 26. Layers shown by cross-section of Inkjet concept 2 on top of the surface. 
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4.2.3 Labelling 

In accordance with the concepts above two concepts were generated regarding labelling. 

Except for the submersion to protect the logotype a laminate has been added. In the 

existing solution of labelling the label does not have a lamination which might make the 

logotype come off more easily. In New Label design concept 2 below the label is the 

same as in concept 1 except that it is not submerged.  

NEW LABEL DESIGN - CONCEPT 1  

Below is New label design concept 1 that is submerged. The illustration shows the 

sandwich construction of the label. In accordance with the Inkjet concepts the 

illustrations of the New label design concepts 1 and 2 is magnified in order to see the 

construction. In the New label design concept 1 a square is milled and the label is then 

submerged. The New label design concept 1 was created with the idea that the 

submersion would protect the logotype but also provide a sense that the logotype is a part 

of the product.  

 

Figure 27. Label layers shown by cross-section of the New label design concept 1 that is 

submerged. 

 

NEW LABEL DESIGN - CONCEPT 2  

Below is an illustration of the New label design concept 2. In the New label design 

concept 2 the label is on top of the surface. The construction of the layers is the same as 

in the first label concept. 

 

 

Figure 28. Label layers shown by cross-section of the New label design concept 2 that is 

submerged. 
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4.3 Concept Evaluation and Realization 

All the developed concepts were aspired to be realized through making of prototypes. 

From the Gravure concepts, Gravure concept 3 and the Concept of product information 

were to be realized. Regarding Inkjet it was Concept 2 that became realized. Regarding 

labelling both concepts were realized into prototypes where they both are referred to as 

the New label design. The concepts were realized by finding suppliers whom worked 

with the three chosen marking methods, see  

Table 1 and according to the RFQ - Specification of demands, see Appendix C, 

concerning for example placement and size of the logotype. The test marked samples 

will be referred to as prototypes. Creating prototypes was essential to comprehend how 

well the different methods would meet the demands. 

 

The products are challenging with their geometrical shapes and also their black-oxide 

and peened surface treatments. One of the most important aspects when sending the 

samples for marking was to see if the ink and adhesive would adhere to the surface. As 

a first iteration these aspects were investigated by prototyping. There were packages 

made with the four chosen products and the Specification of demands, see Appendix C. 

These packages were sent to the chosen suppliers. The results are shown in chapter 4.3.3 

Prototypes below.  

4.3.1 Placement of Marking  

For protection of the marking there are placements of the logotype that are more or less 

advantageous. A placement close to the working area of the tools, close to the inserts, 

would mean a more profound risk of abrasion from chips. There are markings put on 

both functional and non-functional surfaces. On the functional surfaces, see chapter 

below, there are more thorough restrictions concerning impact from the marking. The 

placement of the colored logotype is not on a functional surface on any of the tools.  

 

Before realizing the concepts thoughts were given to the current placements. The current 

directions were followed on the products except for the Corodrill 870. Here the logotype 

got a new placement on the part of the drill closest to the shaft. The placement was chosen 

for further protection of the logotype.  

FUNCTIONAL SURFACES 

When used in production such as airplane or car manufacturing the tools will be exposed 

to the material they are working on. This means that there are parts of the tools that is in 

contact with the material, even though the major contact is with the inserts. The shaft of 

the tools is used for fastening in the machines and is an area with tight tolerances. This 

type of surface area is called a functional surface. On drills the flutes, where the chips 

from the waste material is led away, are other functional surfaces. A functional surface 

is a surface that has a function for the tool. A non-functional surface is the opposite.  

 

Markings should preferably not be applied to a functional surface. It shall not interfere 

with the functionality of the products. Below there is an illustration of which areas of the 

chosen tools that are functional or non-functional surfaces, see Figure 29. On some 

functional areas it is possible to put a marking as long as it do not interfere with the 

products properties.  
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Figure 29. The red marking represent the functional surfaces of the tools. 

4.3.2 Suppliers 

A time consuming part of the product development process has been to find qualified 

suppliers that could provide prototypes of each of the chosen methods. To send and then 

receive the prototypes were an important step in order to investigate the possibilities and 

limitations of the marking methods. There were five different suppliers involved in 

conducting prototypes. Below you can see a table with the three chosen methods to go 

forward with and the chosen suppliers to send samples to. Suppliers were dependent on 

their knowledge in the area and through early contacts with the companies. Their delivery 

time was of importance when choosing which suppliers to work with. The industrial expo 

M.A.X (Manufacturing & Automation Expo) was visited in order to find suppliers and 

to get in contact with them. 

 

 

Labelling Engraving Inkjet 

3M Holmquistsign Inkcups Now 

Eson Pac AB  ACG Fyrtal AB 

 

Table 1. Chosen suppliers for each marking method. 

3M 

3M is an international corporation working in many different market segments. They 

own brands such as Post-it and Scotch. Within their market segments they work with 

developing technologies for adhesives and label materials for office or for industrial use. 

With expertise within Industrial adhesives and tapes and their Sweden based headquarter 

in Stockholm they suited the need of a supplier for developing labels (3M, 2014a). 3M’s 
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part here was to supply and advice regarding material for the new labels; the face stock, 

adhesive and lamination.  

ESON PAC AB 

Eson Pac AB is the current supplier of labels for AB Sandvik Coromant and works with 

technologies included in complete packaging solutions. They provide complete labelling 

solutions with automation and implementation in production (Eson Pac AB, 2014). 

Within this project they supplied with labels according to the New label design except 

for the lamination. 

HOLMQUISTSIGN 

This company working with engraving and color filling has worked with AB Sandvik 

Coromant in former projects and was therefore chosen as the supplier of the prototypes 

of engraving and color filling.  Their working field are mainly engraving signs and 

elevator panels. They work with both laser engraving and milling, see Appendix E 

(Holmquistsign, 2014). 

ACG FYRTAL AB 

This supplier is based in Sweden and is working with different types of marking 

equipment. One of their areas is inkjet printing. UV-printers for industrial use is one of 

the techniques they provide. They are suppliers to the two companies Pad Print 

Machinery of Vermont, USA, and Bergstein, Netherlands (ACG Fyrtal AB, 2012).  

INKCUPS NOW 

Inkcups Now is an American based supplier of different equipment for marking. One of 

the techniques is inkjet printers for industrial use. This is an area where they are in 

forefront. They have their European office based in Germany (Inkcups Now, 2014).  

4.3.3 Prototypes 

Results regarding the prototypes can be seen below and the prototypes presented here are 

a chosen selection reflecting the possibilities with each of the methods. The prototypes 

are divided regarding method and supplier. As this was a first realization of the methods 

there were some limitations to what they could achieve. In the RFQ - Specification of 

demands there were requests regarding the placement of the logotype which were not 

followed completely. There were also some difficulties with the size of the logotype 

which is shown in the results below. Information from the suppliers on how the 

prototypes were made and with which equipment are found in the Appendix F-I 

concerning industrialization as well and in Appendix E.  

NEW LABEL DESIGN 

The New label design includes a new face stock material, new adhesive and a laminate. 

The face stock material used was a 50 micron polyester and on top of this the labels were 

color printed by screen printing. The adhesive and face stock has the following properties 

according to 3M Product Selection Guide (3M, 2014b): 

 

- Adhesive for performance applications of the face stock that requires thermal 

transfer printing and demand adhesive performance on difficult to stick to 

surfaces such as plastics, powder or slightly oily metals. 
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There was use of lamination by a gloss clear polyester laminate. The laminate chosen 

and used for the method samples was the 50 micron polyester face material (3M, 2014b). 

This was chosen over the 25 micron thickness because it would fit in the engraved area 

and probably give a better protection than a thinner one.   

 

The overlaminate has the following performance qualities according to 3M Product 

Selection Guide (3M, 2014b): 

 

- 50 Micron face material non top-coated. With a film liner that provides superior 

quality.  

- It is ideal for metallized or dark colors.  

- Has excellent durability and UV resistance.  

 

For these labels the same equipment was used as for the current labels manufactured by 

Eson Pac AB for AB Sandvik Coromant. The sizes of the labels were chosen to be the 

same to enable the use of already existing equipment. For the prototype of New label 

design Eson Pac AB had the material in stock and cut out the labels and color printed 

them. The ready labels were then supplied by Eson Pac AB and manually constructed to 

create a completed prototype. The result is seen in Figure 30.  

 

 

 

Figure 30. New label design on top of the surface. 

 

Two prototypes were made using the New label design. As seen in the lower picture in 

Figure 30 the label has been placed on top of the surface as the labels are placed on AB 

Sandvik Coromant’s products today. On the picture on top the label is submerged into 

an engraved square. These prototypes were made according to the concepts on labels 

presented earlier.  
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GRAVURE  

Gravure was made to mark the logotype and text on the square shank tools. 

Holmquistsign had difficulties with engraving on non-flat surfaces and therefore the 

prototypes received were only the square shank tools. The prototype is hand-painted 

using car paint that gives a shiny finish to the coloring. There were no difficulties with 

making the ink adhere to the surface. Below is a picture of a non-hardened tool with an 

engraved logotype with two different depths and a smaller one-colored logotype and text. 

The large logotype with two depths is engraved 0.1 mm (yellow) and 0.3 mm (red) and 

it is done by milling. The size of the logotype was the smallest one they were able to 

make when color filling with two colors. The smaller logotype and text is not engraved 

as deep as the bigger logotype. This engraving was made by laser, see Appendix E. 

 

 

 

Figure 31. Engraved and color filled logotype and product information made by 

Holmquistsign. 

 

 

This prototype is marked in the exact same way as the one above the only difference is 

that the tool is hardened and then surface treated before marking, see Figure 32. 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Engraved and color filled logotype and product information made by Holmquistsign 

on a hardened and surface treated tool. 
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INKJET – INKCUPS NOW 

Regarding Inkcups Now two rounds of prototypes were done. The first time they tested 

different primers and conducted “scratch tests”. The prototypes shown are from the 

second round when they used lamination and the best suited primer. The logotypes are 

printed with the X-jet printer using a DOD-technique with a UV-led curing system, see 

Appendix G.   

 

Ink used is an all-round ink not specifically made for metal surfaces. The primer used is 

originally for aluminium materials and the coating is a UV-lacquer. This is the 

information that the company would give regarding the ink, primer and protection used. 

The build-up height of the logotype when use of coating, as in this case, would be almost 

immeasurable. Inkcups Now were able to print on both flat and curved surfaces. There 

were difficulties regarding some of the shapes of the tools why they have not printed on 

the right sides on the square shank tools or the milling cutter.  

 

When printing the printer head works preferably with a distance of 1.2 to 1.4 mm above 

the substrate. There is a relation regarding the resolution of the print and the working 

height of the printer head, see Appendix G.  

 

 

 

Figure 33. Inkjet printed logotype with primer and lamination made by Inkcups Now. 

 

 

Figure 33 above shows the prototype of an inkjet marked Corodrill 870. Placement of the 

logotype complies with the directions and there is a lamination covering the logotype 

and also the whole area of the mantel. This was put there manually and should only cover 

the area of the logotype.  
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Figure 34. Inkjet printed logotype with primer and lamination made by Inkcups Now. 

 

 

In the picture above is a prototype of the Corodrill 880, see Figure 34. The placement is 

not according to the directions. The logotype should have been placed on to the non-

functional surface close to the tip of the drill, see Appendix C. The lamination is manually 

applied and covering a larger area than it is supposed to. It should only cover the 

logotype. 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Inkjet printed logotypes made by Inkcups Now. To the left: a milling cutter body 

with primer. To the right: the square shank tool with primer and lamination. 

 

In Figure 35 above is an inkjet printed logotype on the milling cutter body to the left with 

primer. The logotype on the milling cutter was not supposed to be placed as it is in the 

picture above, see Appendix C. This reveals one of the limitations regarding inkjet. The 

distance between the product and printer head cannot be further away than 6 mm, see 

Appendix H. To the right is the square shank tool, primed and laminated. The lamination 

provides protection as well as a glossy appearance. The lamination is thought to be placed 

only over the logotype. 
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INKJET - ACG FYRTAL AB 

This prototype from ACG Fyrtal AB seen below is marked by their F-jet printer with a 

DOD technique and a UV-led curing system. The printer is developed by the American 

based company Pad Print Machinery of Vermont. Here the logotype is marked without 

primer and laminate. This was not a completed prototype, see Appendix I.  

 

 

 

Figure 36. Inkjet printed logotype made by ACG-Fyrtal without primer and lamination. 

 

4.4 Tests of Prototypes 

In order to analyze the completed prototypes, one visual assessment and tests regarding 

mechanical properties were conducted. First it was the design evaluation, a visual 

assessment of the marked logotypes and product information. Even though the more 

important aspects when choosing to implement a new method are concerning economy 

and technical properties, a visual assessment is important as well. The feeling of the 

logotype and how it reflects the products image are what a customer sees before using or 

buying the product. The second test was to make sure that the markings would meet the 

two most important demands concerning functionality. There will follow a discussion 

after each of the tests executed where the results are analyzed.  

 

Due to difficulties concerning marking on curved surfaces all suppliers, except Inkcups 

Now, used the square shank tool when making the prototypes, see chapter 4.3.3 above. 

These samples were used in both the visual assessment and in the test concerning 

mechanical properties. Inkcups Now was the exception that managed to print the 

logotype on curved surfaces.  

 

The test concerning the demands was made with the pad printed logotype as a reference. 

The aim was to see if there were any methods that could be better suited than pad printing. 

It was therefore important to see what results the current method would achieve in the 

exact same test. During the design evaluation there was an example of pad printed 

products present. A questionnaire was created for the design evaluation, see Appendix J. 

One question was dependent on comparing the new methods against the currently used 

method where the participants were asked to compare the prototypes with existing 

methods. When filling out the remaining questions the pad printed sample was not used. 
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Pad printing has been implemented for around ten years and is visually optimized. This 

was an aspect to keep in mind while answering the survey and why the participants not 

were asked to fill in a survey regarding a pad printed product as well.  

4.4.1 Design Evaluation  

The results will, in the way described, be examined by personnel working with 

development of production processes as well as development of the products. The 

number of participants in Gimo were 26 and in Sandviken five, with a total of 31. 

 

The visual assessment was made with two samples from each of the methods; engraving, 

labelling and inkjet. They were numbered without the participants knowing which 

sample belonged to which method. A questionnaire was handed out to the participants. 

They were to fill out the same questions regarding each of the three methods. To compile 

the results the wanted data needed to be quantifiable. Therefore the survey consisted of 

questions answered by estimation on a scale from 1 to 5.  

 

The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part concentrates on the demands 

formulated in the RFQ – Specification of demands. This part is question based and lets 

the participant decide where on a scale they feel that the answer to this question lies. 

There are four of these questions. Regarding the first question whether or not the marking 

made the products image better or worse the participants got to compare with a sample 

marked with existing pad printing method. 

 

The second part included the value words decided during the idea generating, see chapter 

4.1, which could be more or less associated with the three different marking methods. A 

visual appearance is always subjective to the eye of the beholder therefore the participant 

could write down other products that they associate the value words with. For example 

Premium could be a type of car or a really expensive wine. The last part of the 

questionnaire consisted of a question concerning a ranking of the methods. At the end 

there was room for other comments/thoughts. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The first evaluation was conducted at the production plant in Gimo. The participants 

were personnel both from the production units and office workers. It was carried out in 

the form of a drop-in where the participants could take part in the evaluation anytime 

during one day. The second evaluation was made during a period of one and a half hour 

at the offices in Sandviken. The evaluations were conducted the exact same way during 

both of the executions.  

 

There were three prototype groups named Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3, see Figure 37. Test 1 

consisted of two engraved and color filled prototypes. The orange piece of paper covers 

an un-finished logotype. Both prototypes were chosen to represent engraving and color 

filling because they show different aspects of the method. The steel colored prototype 

had a better result of the color filling and on the true-temped prototype the logotypes 

colors came through better due to the darker background of the steel. Test 2 consisted of 

two prototypes marked by labels, where one was submerged and the other one was put 

on top of the surface. Test 3 consisted of two inkjet printed prototypes, where the smaller 

logotype has both a primer and a laminate and the bigger logotype had neither.  
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Figure 37. The three product groups assembled for the design evaluation. 

 

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

When making a compilation of the results it was found that four of the completed 

questionnaires lacked answers to some of the questions. The decision was made to not 

include them in the total result. The New label design is in the charts below and in Figure 

38 referred to as label.  

Results from Questions 

Below is the results from the design evaluation. The four questions that the chart below 

is based on are: 

 

Question 1: How much worse/better do you think the marking makes the products image? 

Question 2: To what extent is the logotype readable? 

Question 3: Does this logotype/product represent Coromant for you? 

Question 4: To what extent do you think the logotype is a part of the product? 

 

 

Chart 1. Results from the four questions asked in the design evaluation. 
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On the first question regarding how much worse/better the marking makes the products 

image Inkjet got the highest point of 103. Then Gravure got a second place by 98 points 

and New label design a third place by 94 points. On the second question regarding the 

readability of the logotype gravure got the highest score of 123. Then Inkjet and New 

label design got a shared second place with 114 points. On the third question concerning 

if the logotype represent Coromant the scores were very even, Inkjet got 105 points, 

Gravure got 104 points and New label design got 102 points. On the fourth question 

regarding to what extent the logotype is part of the product Gravure got the highest score 

116, then Inkjet got 108 and New label design got 98 points. 

 

The mean value was investigated to see if the concepts got higher scores than the mean 

score of three. Not one of the methods got a score with mean value below three which 

means that all of the methods are designed more for the better than for the worse. Concept 

New label design got the lowest mean value on question one with 3.48. And Gravure got 

the highest mean value on question two with 4.56. 

Results from Value Words 

The results regarding the value words are illustrated in the chart below, where the value 

words shows to the right. The Gravure concept got the highest total score of 577 points, 

the Inkjet concept got a total score of 556 points and the New label design a total score 

of 503 points.  

 

 

Chart 2. Results from the value words asked in the design evaluation. 

 

Regarding the first value word, Premium, Inkjet got the highest score of 101 points. 

Gravure got a second place with 95 points and New label design got a third place with 

86 points. Gravure got the highest score concerning the value word Durable by 115 

points. This was the only value word where New label design got a second place by 84 

points, Inkjet got a third place by 79 points which is below the mean value. Concerning 

the value word Next Generation, Inkjet got the highest score by 92 points. Gravure got 
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a second place by 80 points and New label design a third place by 78 points. Both 

Gravure and New label design got a score below mean value. Regarding the value word 

Professional, Gravure got a first place by 95 points, Inkjet a second place by 94 points 

and New label design a third place by 84 points. At the word Attractive, Inkjet was a 

winner by 98 points, short after comes Gravure with 95 points and then we have New 

label design at 85 points. Regarding the last value word Quality, Gravure got the highest 

score by 97 points, Inkjet got a second place by 92 points and New label design a third 

place by 86 points.  

 

An illustration of which concept that got the highest score concerning the value words 

was conducted as shown below in Figure 38. This illustration shows which value words 

the concepts is associated with. Gravure got the highest score on the words Durable, 

Quality and Professional. Inkjet got the highest score concerning the value words 

Premium, Attractive and Next Generation. The New label design did not get the 

highest score regarding any of the value words.  

 

 

 

Figure 38. Value words most associated with certain methods. 

 

Results from Ranking  

Regarding the ranking 26 participated, one participant had answered all the questions and 

value words but had left the ranking empty. If a participant ranked for example the 

Gravure concept as a first choice it was given a weight of three points, see Matrix 2 

below. A second choice was given a weight of two points and a third choice ranking was 

given a weight of one point.The total score within the concepts was summed.  

 

Gravure got a first place by 57 points, Inkjet got a second place by 55 points and New 

label design got a third place by 44 points. Gravure got 13 first choice votes and 8 third 

choice votes. Inkjet got the most of its votes as a second choice and New label design got 

most votes as a third choice.  
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Method 
First 

choice 
Weight Sum 

Second 
choice 

Weight Sum 
Third 

choice 
Weight Sum Total 

Gravure 13 3 39 5 2 10 8 1 8 57 

Inkjet 6 3 18 17 2 34 3 1 3 55 

New 
label 
design 

7 3 21 4 2 8 15 1 15 44 

 

Matrix 2. Results from ranking the methods. 

 

DISCUSSION – DESIGN EVALUATION 

The total result from the four questions was that Gravure got the highest total point of 

441, Inkjet on second place with 430 points and New label design got a third place of 408 

points. It is interesting that Inkjet got the highest point regarding the products image. 

Both engraved logotypes were big which might have affected the result of readability. 

The outer frame of the labels is yellow compared to the red outer frame on the engraved 

and inkjet printed tools. The yellow frame highlight the whole logotype. The results on 

the third question regarding if the logotype represent Coromant is even which might 

indicate that all the tools represent Coromant. And all the methods got a mean value 

above 3.8 which means that they represent Coromant good. Regarding the fourth 

question it is interesting that the logotype printed with inkjet got higher points than the 

New label design concept where one of the tools had a label that is submerged in order 

to provide a feeling of being a part of the product. It might be that people has 

preconceptions about labels. It might provide a feeling of inexpensive labeling, not a 

premium feeling. The label builds up more than the inkjet print whereas inkjet can be 

perceived more as part of the product.  

 

It is interesting that Inkjet got the highest score regarding the value word Premium. 

Gravure got the highest score on the word Durable which may not be a surprise when 

this marking really is a part of the product. If the engraving and color filling had been 

done with better quality they might have had a higher score. This was the only value 

word where the New label design concept managed to get a second place, at all other 

words it got a third place. This is the value word with the greatest difference regarding 

score, Gravure got 31 more points than New label design that got the second place. That 

Inkjet got the highest score on the word Next Generation implies that it provides a 

feeling of a high-tech and modern solution. This is one of the value words with the 

greatest difference between the methods. Inkjet got 12 more points than Gravure.  The 

mere difference in results of one point regarding the value word Professional implies 

that Inkjet and Gravure both provide a professional feeling. Comparing the results of the 

value word Professional with Attractive it is obvious that the results are quite the same 

within the methods. It might imply that these two words provide a similar feeling. 

Regarding the value word Quality Gravure got the highest score. The participant may 

associate time spent to produce the logotype with high quality. The participants that 

attended this evaluation are mainly technicians and well aware of the manufacturing 

techniques that these logotypes are made with. Regarding the value words Gravure got 

the highest total score of 577 points, Inkjet got a second place with 556 points and New 

label design got the third place with 503 points. The difference between Gravure and 

Inkjet is smaller than the difference between Inkjet and New label design. It is interesting 

that Gravure got the highest score on the value words Durable, Quality and 
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Professional. These words reflect a method that is safe, secure and high quality. Inkjet 

on the other hand got the highest score on the value words Premium, Attractive and 

Next Generation. The word Premium implies good quality and high-end price segment 

products. Next Generation implies that the marking provides a feeling of forefront 

technology. Gravure got the first place from the ranking with 57 points, Inkjet got a 

second place with 55 points and New label design a third place with 44 points. Again the 

difference between Gravure and Inkjet is smaller than the difference between Inkjet and 

New label design. One conclusion from the design evaluation is that the participants 

visually is most attracted to the Gravure concept but that Inkjet is a close second runner. 

The New label design concept got the lowest score on the most questions and value 

words. From the ranking result it is clear that Gravure got the most votes on the first 

choice (13), Inkjet got the most votes on the second choice (17) and New label design 

got most votes on the third choice (15).  

4.4.2 Oil Tests 

From the test marked product group one product was chosen to represent each of the 

three marking methods while testing against the demands. The products were tested 

against abrasion made by chips from the worked material and oil. The conclusion was 

that if the products withstand the oil test they would also be able to withstand exposure 

of other liquids such as coolant and emulsions of liquids. The testing process was to 

resemble the real situation the products are exposed to from the last step of manufacturing 

to usage.  

TEST PROCEDURE 

For the demands concerning the withstanding of oil, coolant and emulsions of fluids, see 

Appendix C. To test for resistance against oil and thereby other liquids the prototypes 

from each tested method was put in an “oil bath” for twenty-four hours. The oil used 

while performing the test was the same used when protecting the products against rust, 

anti-rust oil, and giving them their final appearance.  

 

It was important to use exactly the same oil as used in production. The tests were 

performed by using the plastic tubes that the products are packaged in today. The tubes 

were filled with oil and then the prototypes were put in the oil as seen in Figure 39 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 39. Rig for oil tests. 
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RESULTS FROM OIL TESTS 

After exposing the prototypes of oil they were put to dry during some time before testing 

against abrasion. The results were documented and before using the pendulum, see Figure 

40 below, the prototypes were wiped with paper to follow the procedure used in 

production.  

 

None of the markings reacted to the oil bath except for the New label design. There were 

no color missing or pieces of logotype gone. The adhesive of the labels were not affected 

by the oil. The results can be seen as the left hand picture in each of the abrasion test 

series, see Figure 42 - Figure 49. The New label design included a laminate which adhesive 

reacted with the oil.  

COMMENT – OIL TESTS 

That the adhesive from the New label design reacted with the oil is no major problem. 

There is a huge variety of different adhesives available and to find a suitable one is 

probably not a problem.  

4.4.3 Abrasion Tests 

It is difficult to simulate the abrasion that occurs when the tools are in use. To see how 

well the markings withstands abrasion there was a test made by exposing the logotype to 

abrasion with the same consistent pressure applied during a repetitive process. To be able 

to compare each prototype to each other after the impact of abrasion they were exposed 

to an abrasion test with the pendulum, see Figure 40, from Wessex test Equipment. This 

test equipment was developed in the 60´s by UK Transport Research Laboratory for 

testing of road surfaces. It is today used as an industry standard for many different surface 

testing areas (Wessex test Equipment, 2009). For demands concerning abrasion see the 

RFQ - Specification of Demands.  
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Figure 40. The setup of the pendulum rig. 

 

The pendulum is controlled manually and is detached from its original position to start 

its movement. From its starting position it swings down towards the product being tested. 

Sandpaper attached to the part that was hitting the prototypes. After impact with the 

product the swing is manually stopped when the pendulum is on its way back. It is not 

supposed to hit the product twice during one swing. The pendulum is also controlled in 

height by a wheel. The height sets the length of sweeping. This is used to control the 

movement for each of the prototypes. The sweeping length is determined by the height, 

the lower the rig is set - the longer is the sweeping length. When the sweeping length is 

set it can be set the same for each prototype and the same amount of pressure is applied 

each time. If the sweeping length is the same the spring force will be the same.  

DESIGN OF TEST RIG 

The equipment was placed on a table with rails where the setup plate for the prototypes 

could be placed. The plate could then be moved relative to the pendulum. The tests were 

started by manufacturing of a new setup for the test rig. It is important to be able to keep 

the prototypes in a tight position each time. The setup plate was made out of a wooden 

plate and attached to the rails by screws. On top of the plate there was one support list 

made of steel. The prototypes were placed by the support rib and then screwed to stay in 

place. The screw was attached to another steel rib, Figure 41. To make sure that the 

equipment was levelled there were knobs that controlled the three legs height wise. 

Everything was manually adjustable. 
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Figure 41. Rig for attachment of the prototypes. 

 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Attached to the pendulum was a piece of emery cloth with the grain size of 120. The 

cloth was attached to the sole, see Figure 40 above. The pendulum was released 100-140 

times for all of the prototypes except for the pad printed prototype. This was hit with a 

total of 50 times. Every 20 hits the cloth was changed. The abrasion tests gave visual 

results for all of the prototypes. All prototypes were looked at after each touch of the 

pendulum. There were four different stages of abrasion documented: 

 

- Abrasion starts to show 

- Damage of logotype 

- Steel shows 

- Not readable 

 

Abrasion starts to show as soon as there is a visible scratch in the logotype. Damage of 

logotype was when there was noticeable damage to the outer lines or the text. When the 

surface was seen through the logotype it was documented as steel shows. The logotype 

reaches the stage of not being readable when some part of the text in the logotype is no 

longer readable. The results from these documented stages was compiled in a table and 

evaluated. 
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RESULTS OF ABRASION TESTS 

The results from the abrasion tests are presented in series of each method. The series 

shows the stages where the abrasion was documented and states the amount of hits for 

each stage. 

Pad Printing  

Abrasion started to take place already after the first hit, see the image in Figure 42. The 

logotype began to be damaged after the third hit and the steel started to show at the fourth 

hit. After 30 hits the logotype was no longer readable. The decision was made to stop the 

test after 50 hits when the logotype was severely damaged.   

 

 

 

Figure 42. Results from abrasion test of pad printing. 

 

Submerged existing label 

Due to the submersion there was no abrasion at all. The steel has been torned up but the 

logotype is protected and intact, see Figure 43.  

 

 

 

Figure 43. Results from abrasion test of submerged existing label. 
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Existing label on Surface 

As seen from the abrasion series below, after the first hit the logotype is damaged and 

scratches shows all over the surface. After the second hit the logotype starts to be 

damaged and the steel starts to show. The logotype was severely damaged after 18 hits 

and no longer readable. Though the logotype is gone after 100 hits the adhesive is 

working fine. 

 

 

 

Figure 44. Results from abrasion test of existing label on surface. 

 

Submerged New label design 

Below is the New label design which builds up more than the existing label due to the 

laminate. The black scratches visible after 100 hits is due to the reaction between the 

adhesive in the laminate and the oil. If a more suitable adhesive was chosen the label 

would not have this black smudge. Beside from this the logotype is intact after 100 hits.  

 

 

 

Figure 45. Results from abrasion test of submerged New label design. 
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New label design on Surface 

As in the previous picture, Figure 45, the black smudge is due to the reaction between the 

adhesive in the laminate and the oil. Regarding abrasion it took 71 hits before abrasion 

started to show. After 80 hits the steel started to show and after 134 hits the logotype was 

damaged. After 140 hits the logotype was still fully readable and almost intact. It is only 

the laminate that has been pushed by the pendulum, see the abrasion series below.  

 

 

 

Figure 46. Results from abrasion test of New label design on the surface. 

 

Inkjet – Inkcups Now 

A hint of abrasion started to show after the first hit. The logotype started to be damaged 

after nine hits where you can see from Figure 47 that the red frame in the logotype is 

started to wear off. After 44 hits you can start to see the steel in the lower left corner of 

the logotype. The two last letters of the Coromant word and the k in Sandvik was no 

longer readable after 140 hits.  

 

 

 

Figure 47. Results from abrasion test of Inkjet printing from Inkcups Now. 
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Inkjet – ACG Fyrtal AB 

This marking is the only marking that flakes of ink is started to come off. Hint of 

abrasion, damage of the logotype and steel started to show already after the first hit. The 

logotype was no longer readable after 140 hits. The three documented stages is seen in 

the abrasion series below. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48. Results from abrasion test of Inkjet printing from ACG Fyrtal AB. 

 

Gravure 

After 7 hits with the pendulum rig abrasion started to show as small scratches. After 20 

hits the steel starts to show and the logotype starts to become damaged. The yellow parts 

are engraved with a depth of 0.1 mm and the red parts with a depth of 0.3 mm. As shown 

in Figure 49 the yellow paint is relatively easy to wear off. After 120 hits the logotype is 

fully readable.  

 

 

Figure 49. Results from abrasion tests of Gravure. 

 

COMPILATION OF TEST RESULTS 

The number of hits for each documented stage is compiled in the table below. This led 

to a total result for each of the prototypes. Where the logotype did not show any abrasion, 

was intact and still readable each prototype got a score of 200. As seen from  
Table 2 the two submerged logotypes got the highest score. Besides these the winner with 

the highest total score was the New label design on surface. Marked with a green color 

in the table. The number of hits is not included in the total point. 
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Methods 
Abrasion starts to 
show 

Damage of 
logotype 

Steel 
shows 

Not 
readable 

Number of 
hits 

Total 
point 

Gravure 7 20 20 Readable 120 247 

Inkjet - ACG Fyrtal AB 1 1 1 140 140 143 

Pad printing 1 3 4 30 50 38 

Inkjet - Inkcups Now 1 9 44 140 140 194 

Existing label on 
surface 

1 2 2 18 100 23 

Existing label – 
submerged 

No abrasion Logo intact 
Logo 
intact 

Readable 120 800 

New label design on 
surface 

71 134 80 Readable 140 485 

New label design - 
submerged 

No abrasion Logo intact 
Logo 
intact 

Readable 100 800 

 
Table 2. The total results from the abrasion tests. 

DISCUSSION – ABRASION TESTS 

Existing marking methods was least resistant towards abrasion of all methods tested. The 

table shows that existing marking methods at the longest lasted for 30 hits before it 

became unreadable. Pad printing lasted for 30 hits and the existing label for 18 hits. The 

improved solutions lasted at least 140 hits before it became unreadable. It is interesting 

that Inkjet made by Inkcups Now lasted at least 10 times longer compared to pad printing.  

 

Given the design of the abrasion test, it is not surprising that the two submerged labels 

got the highest score. Chip abrasion had given a different result even for the submerged 

solutions. The inkjet marking made by ACG Fyrtal AB is the only method were the 

marking is affected according to the first three criteria’s on the first hit. Comparing these 

results with the Inkjet results from Inkcups Now where damage of logotype takes place 

after 9 hits and steels shows after 44 hits, one can draw the conclusion that the lamination 

on this marking is protecting the logotype.  

 

Due to the design of the abrasion test it is no surprise that the two submerged labels got 

full score. It was only the submerged label with laminate that got scratches due to the 

increased thickness of the label. Except for these two the New label design got the highest 

score. Compared to the engraved logotype the New label design lasts 10 times longer 

regarding “abrasion starts to show” though the engraving is submerged and the label is 

on top of the surface. This fine result is due to the top layer of the label, a protective 

lamination.  

 

Even though all the yellow color from the engraved marking wears off the red colored 

area will probably last for a long time due to its submersion. Of course in the long run, 

chips will wear it off as well. It is interesting that regarding the second value word 

Durable, Gravure got the highest point but in the abrasion tests the New label design 

turned out to withstand abrasion the best. 
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4.5 Industrialization 

The industrialization includes information regarding implementation in production. 

During the process of working with suppliers to obtain prototypes inquiries were made 

to get knowledge about possibilities regarding for example implementation in 

production, automation, cost, delivery time and technical properties. The questionnaire 

can be seen in Appendix F and the interviews in Appendix G-I. The interviews has been 

conducted with suppliers working with inkjet, one with ACG Fyrtal AB, one with 

Inkcups Now and one with Industrial Inkjet Ltd. There has also been visits to 

Holmquistsign and information from these can be seen in Appendix E. Information 

regarding costs for the New label design has been received by Eson Pac AB.  

 

The industrialization is based on existing conditions at Gimoverken. Implementation of 

the marking methods in production would be as a part of the existing marking cells as 

described in chapter 2.1.1. 

4.5.1 Industrialization Parameters 

Below follows the definition of the parameters investigated in the industrialization. These 

will all be included in the Industrialization table, see Table 5. The table is a compilation 

of information regarding the three chosen marking methods.  

 

DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS INCLUDED IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Investment cost 

- The investment cost is the machine cost.  

Production cost 

- The calculation of production cost follows the used method by AB Sandvik 

Coromant. The production cost is measured by a comparison to the existing 

marking methods, pad printing and labelling.  

Delivery time 

- The time it takes to receive machinery or labels from the suppliers.   

Service 

- Service refers to the accessibility offered by the suppliers.  

Setup time 

- Setup time is the time it takes to load a batch of tools into the cell/machine.  

Footprint 

- Footprint refers to the occupied floor area required to install a machine. 
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Accessibility – products 

- Accessibility of the products refers to the degree in which each method succeeds 

to mark the products. This becomes a measure of the ability to mark the products 

concerning different geometries.  

Variation possibilities 

- The variation possibilities refers to what extent the different methods can mark a 

variety of form and color. 

Maintenance time / day 

- The maintenance time/day refers to the time needed for daily maintenance. 

Number of operations 

- Number of operations is decided to be controlled by the times the robot needs to 

move the product from one place to another during the marking process.  

Environmental footprint 

- Environmental footprint refers to what extent respective method leaves 

environmental hazardous waste.  

4.5.2 Production Cost Analysis 

The production cost analyses describes to what extent an implementation of the different 

methods would affect the production cost of a product. The estimates is based on the 

cycle time of marking within the different methods including needed operations such as 

for example brush deburring. The cycle time can also be described as the time during 

which the batch of products is in the marking cell. The production cost analysis is made 

concerning two kinds of products, one 490 milling tool (diameter 50 mm) with a TD-

coupling and one square shank tool. The production cost is estimated in relation to 

existing marking methods; pad printing and labelling which is set at 100 percent. The 

Gravure and Inkjet methods are compared to existing pad printing solution and the New 

label design is compared to existing label solution. 

PRODUCTION COST – 490 MILLING TOOL 

In  

Table 3 below the marking methods and included operations is stated in the left column 

and the production cost change in the right. These estimates are made on a 490 milling 

tool, 50 mm diameter with a TD-coupling.  
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Marking method Production cost change compared 
to existing marking methods [%] 

Labeling - existing solution 100 % 

Pad printing of logotype and product code/text (laser) – existing 
solution 

100 % 

Gravure of logotype (milling) and color filling (pad printing) in marking-
cell 

111 % 

Gravure of logotype (laser), brush-deburring and color filling (pad 
printing) in marking-cell 

116 % 

Inkjet in marking-cell 100 % 

Labeling - new label design 100 % 

Gravure of logotype and product code/text (laser), brush-deburring 
and color filling (pad printing) in marking - cell  

127 % 

 

Table 3. Change in production cost comparison between the different methods: 490 milling tool. 

 
 

Table 3 shows that only the Gravure causes an increase in production cost. How great the 

increase are depends on which engraving method that is used. A production cost increase 

by 127 percent would be the case if Gravure of the logotype and the product code/text is 

engraved using laser. This method of engraving would also require an operation of brush-

deburring due to degrees caused by the laser. Regarding Gravure pad printing is likely 

to be used as a color filling method according to Holmquistsign, see Appendix E. Both 

Inkjet and the New label design possess the same production cost as the existing reference 

methods. 

PRODUCTION COST – SQUARE SHANK TOOL  

The production cost in  

Table 4 is based on a square shank tool with product code: PEJPCLNR2525M12. As in  

Table 3 above the marking methods and included operations is stated in the left column 

and the production cost change in the right. 

 

Marking method Production cost change compared 
to existing marking methods [%] 

Labeling - existing solution 100 % 

Pad printing of logotype and product code/text (laser) – existing 
solution 

100 % 

Gravure of logotype (milling) and color filling (pad printing) in marking-
cell 

119 % 

Gravure of logotype (laser), flattening operation and color filling (pad 
printing) in marking-cell 

158 % 

Inkjet in marking-cell 100 % 

Labeling - new label design 100 % 

Gravure of logotype and product code/text (laser), flattening operation 
and color filling (pad printing) in marking-cell  

171 % 

 

Table 4. Change in production cost comparison between the different methods: square shank 

tool. 
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Regarding the square shank tool the only method that causes an increase in production 

cost is in resemblance with  

Table 3 Gravure. Inkjet and the New label design possesses the same production cost as 

the existing reference methods in this case as well as in the case shown in  

Table 3. Depending on how Gravure is done it causes different verdicts. Gravure of 

logotype with milling and color filling with pad printing, causes an increase in production 

cost by 119 percent. Gravure of logotype with laser, a flattening operation and color 

filling with pad printing, causes an increase in production cost by 158 percent. Gravure 

of both logotype and product code/text with laser, a flattening operation and color filling 

by pad printing causes an increase of production cost by 171 percent. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION COMPARISON OF THE METHODS  

In the matrix below the different parameters described in the beginning of this chapter is 

stated. Information regarding the methods was retrieved through meetings and interviews 

with the suppliers. Regarding Inkjet information were retrieved from Inkcups Now and 

Industrial Ink Ltd, see Appendix G and H. Information about labels were gathered from 

AB Sandvik Coromant, Eson Pac AB and from estimates based on knowledge retrieved 

through the product definition/information retrieval phase. Regarding Gravure estimates 

were based on information from Holmquistsign and AB Sandvik Coromant. 

Investment cost 

The only concept that involves an investment cost is Inkjet. An X-jet machine from 

Inkcups Now would cost approximately 771 740 SEK. Regarding production cost 

Gravure is the only concept that causes an increase. Both Inkjet and the New label design 

would entail an unchanged production cost.  

Delivery time and Service 

Regarding delivery time Inkjet is the only concept that requires investments such as 

machinery. The delivery time of an X-jet machine from Inkcups Now would be 8-10 

weeks. There would be no delivery time for the New label design and Gravure due to the 

fact that there would be a use of already existing machinery. According to Eson Pac AB 

there are many solutions regarding availability to mark on curved surfaces, but there 

would be need of a new equipment. This needs to be further investigated. Inkjet would 

require a completely new equipment. The service regarding New label design and 

Gravure is unchanged. Service from Inkcups Now in Europe is based in Germany.  

Marking time 

Gravure has the longest marking time of all concepts. To engrave the logotype through 

milling, would take 5 minutes and to engrave the logotype through laser would take 3.33 

minutes. Inkjet would mark an area of 500*600 mm on 1.5 minutes. On this area several 

products can be placed. The automation possibilities are good regarding all methods. The 

setup time is zero for all methods. The footprint is unchanged regarding the New label 

design and Gravure, and an X-jet machine would occupy an area of 2.2*1.73*1.35 [m].  

Accessibility products and variation possibilities 

Regarding the accessibility Inkjet has limited accessibility due to the distance between 

printer head and product. Regarding labels accessibility is limited with the current 

equipment but as mentioned in the section Delivery time and Service there are many 
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solutions. Concerning Gravure accessibility is good. Regarding variation Inkjet has good 

possibilities whilst the New label design as well as Gravure has poor possibilities.  

Daily maintenance, Number of operations and Environmental footprint 

The daily maintenance is estimated to 12 minutes per day regarding Gravure, 0.5 minutes 

regarding Inkjet and none for the New label design. Gravure would require the highest 

number of operations by 3 if laser is used and two if it is done by milling. This is due to 

the degrees that the laser creates on the surface. Number of operations is estimated to one 

regarding Inkjet and two regarding the New label design. Marking with Inkjet can for 

example be done having the products on a conveyer band which would mean that the 

marking can be done in one operation. Inkjet is the only method that leaves an 

environmental footprint, ink waste. Regarding Gravure and the New label design the 

environmental footprint is unchanged.  
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Table 5. Industrialization table containing the methods and parameters 
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DISCUSSION 

Inkjet printing for industrial use needs to be tested on the particular surface that is to be 

printed on. There are many aspects to take into consideration. If the product has a difficult 

shape it creates problems with getting close to the surface that is being printed on. This 

might require a specially made printer and a flatbed printer, used for marking the 

prototypes, cannot be used. There is a distance from the printer head to the product that 

is optimal and this sets limitations to which type of products to print on. Or at least which 

sides that are possible to print on. A curved surface is more problematic to print on than 

a flat. 

 

The production cost change was significantly larger concerning the square shank tool. 

This is due to the fact that of the square shank tool being manufactured with fewer milling 

operations compared to the 490 milling tool. Because of this the change in production 

cost is greater on the less milling intense product. Regarding Gravure of logotype and 

product code/text on the square shank tool the change in production cost was 171 percent 

as highest. It is not economically defendable that the marking should cost almost as much 

as the product itself. 

 

Gravure does not only create an increase in production cost. It is not possible to mark 

the current logotype with two-colors and keep the small size of the logotype. In an 

automated process it would be difficult to place the ink on the exact right place due to 

the small tolerances. 

 

For inkjet and labelling it is the automation that is time-controlling. The actual time for 

the marking process would not exceed the operating time of the robot. There are no setup 

time for the labels except for the time there is a need of changing the size of the labels or 

the label roll. 

 

As seen from Table 5 it is uncertain whether or not there is a need for new equipment 

regarding the New label design. As mentioned, this is depending on which surfaces to 

implement labels on. It is possible to implement the New label design in the existing 

equipment and that change would not generate an investment cost. 
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 CHOICE OF METHOD 

The choice of marking method is based on the design evaluation, abrasion- and oil tests, 

industrialization possibilities and through decision-making matrixes. Matrix 3 is the 

same as the one used when choosing marking methods for further development, see 

Matrix 1, except that some demands regarding industrialization is added. Some scores 

are changed due to new knowledge regarding the methods as well. Below is the final 

decision making matrix that shows a comparison between the new solutions and the 

existing label and pad printing solution. The solutions are compared based on the most 

relevant demands from the RFQ - Specification of demands together with demands 

retrieved from the industrialization. 

 
 

Weight 5 5 5 4 4 3 5 3 4 3 5  
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New label design 10 10 10 3 3 10 10 10 9 10 5 375 

Inkjet 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 1 7 10 10 418 

Gravure 4 1 7 7 1 8 7 10 8 10 10 293 

Existing label  10 10 10 3 3 10 10 10 1 10 10 368 

Pad printing 10 1 10 3 1 10 10 10 2 9 10 316 

 
Matrix 3. The Final decision making matrix with weighted demands. 

 

Inkjet got the highest score with 418 points followed by the New label design with 375 

points. Both Inkjet and New label design gets higher scores than existing solutions. 

According to this matrix Gravure does not meet the demands as good as the other 

methods with a score of 293. Compared to the matrix made when choosing marking 

methods both existing label and the New label design is known to be able to mark on 

curved surfaces and not to be limited by products geometry. Inkjet has gotten the same 

or higher score on all demands except for “Not limited by products geometry”, which 

has been proven to be a challenge. Gravure has in this matrix gotten lower scores on 

“Repetitive quality” and “Flexibility of color” when known that pad printing would be 

the most likely solution as for color filling, see chapter 4.5.2. 
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FINAL EVALUATION  

Found below are the pinpointed most important results regarding the three chosen 

methods. This is a final compilation before the Final recommendation. 

Inkjet 

- Very few disliked Inkjet during the Design evaluation. 

- Next Generation, Premium and Attractive. 

- Third best against abrasion. 

- Inkjet is 10 times better than the pad printed logotype. 

- Same production cost as pad printing, fast marking, repetitive quality, variable 

regarding form and color. 

- Limitations regarding accessibility. 

- Highest score in the final decision making matrix, high scores on every demand 

except accessibility. 

- Inkjet has high scores where new label has low regarding the final decision 

making matrix. 

- Second choice ranking in the final decision matrix. 

Gravure 

- Gravure got the highest score regarding the design evaluation. 

- Durable, Professional and Quality. 

- Second best against abrasion. 

- Unsecure and problematic color filling process.  

- Production cost higher than existing solutions. 

- One more operation is added compared to New label design and Inkjet. 

- Poor variation possibilities regarding color and form. 

- Does not obtain repetitive quality. 

- Problematic regarding achieving color marking. 

- First choice ranking in design evaluation. 

New label design 

- Best against abrasion. 

- New label design is the only concept that is not engraved and that is still fully 

readable after 140 hits with the pendulum. 

- Same production cost as existing label, fast marking, repetitive quality, easy to 

implement in current production. 

- Second highest score in the final decision matrix, high scores except regarding 

variation of color and form. 

- Third choice ranking in the design evaluation. 

MOTIVATION 

Even though Gravure got high scores on the design evaluation the results are also 

controversial. The participants either perceived the engraving as retro and modern or as 

outdated. The Gravure does not solve any problems. The concept does not meet the most 

important demands as well as the other concepts. It does not manage to make the logotype 

in the wanted size with a two-color marking. It has the highest production cost and is 

time consuming. The final choice is based on the vision of a fully automated marking 
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and packaging solution. In this vision the Gravure concept is an unreliable method where 

a repetitive quality could be hard to achieve.  

 

In order to increase quality and repetitive results a combination between the New label 

design and Inkjet could be the Next Generation Marking method.  Both methods are fast, 

have unchanged production cost, provide a secure process and require minimal 

maintenance. Where the New label design has its weaknesses regarding variation of color 

and form, Inkjet has its strength. And where Inkjet does not have accessibility the New 

label design has potential to achieve accessibility. 

FINAL RECOMMENDATION 

Our recommendation regarding marking AB Sandvik Coromant’s logotype on tools is to 

initially implement the New label design as well as Inkjet. Inkjet has currently some 

limitations regarding accessibility but this is a fast developing technology. Our vision is 

that as the technology evolves most of the products can be marked with Inkjet. 
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 DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The aim has been achieved. There has been a recommendation of a new solution for AB 

Sandvik Coromant by implementation of Inkjet and the New label design. These two 

methods would complement each other and be implementable in the current production. 

 

There are still some questions that needs to be answered concerning the two chosen 

methods. For Inkjet there are still uncertainties regarding accessibility of certain 

geometries. Regarding the drilling tools Inkjet could be implemented if the placement of 

the logotype would be at the highest point, as seen in Figure 34. For the square shank 

tools marking with inkjet is possible by adjusting the distance from the printer head to 

the product. According to Industrial Inkjet Ltd, see Appendix I, there is a possibility of 

marking with a distance of 6 mm between the printer head and the product. This is 

something that needs to be investigated for AB Sandvik Coromant’s products together 

with the chosen supplier. Of the chosen products for prototyping inkjet adheres to all of 

the surfaces. If implementing on a surface with finer surface roughness another iteration 

of prototypes should be made and tested. A recommendation when proceeding would be 

to conduct a RFQ - Specification of demands for a custom made machine concerning 

Inkjet. Concerning the New label design there is need of a new labelling equipment for 

marking on curved surfaces. A conclusion from the oil test is that the adhesive of the 

lamination needs to be changed for the New label design. The adhesive of the label 

worked well for the investigated surfaces. If wanting to implement on surfaces with fine 

surface roughness there should be an investigation concerning which adhesives that 

would suit these surfaces. 

 

The results from the abrasion tests showed that a lamination on top of the marked 

logotype helped in protecting it. This protection would possibly help all types of marking 

techniques with an elongation of their life time. A primer beneath a marking also hinders 

it from coming off too easily and to stick to the surface in a better way.  

 

The time frame for the project has been challenging to control. During the process of 

sending and receiving prototypes there has been a lot of delays. This could have been 

prevented by sending out prototypes earlier. On the other hand this might have caused 

decision making of non-empirical grounds. The ambition was to conduct product 

development from a broad information base in order to prevent misjudgments. When 

making decisions, matrixes has been helpful to objectively evaluate the 

methods/concepts and pointed out the weaknesses and strengths in a well-defined and 

concrete way.  

 

The idea- and concept generating gave a lot of insights and ideas that enriched the project. 

But in hindsight it might have been advantageous to primarily make prototypes with 

focus on the method itself. Then one could have excluded the Gravure earlier and 

developed the New label design and the Inkjet concepts further. The project could have 

been limited to only include flat surfaces which might have made the process of 

prototyping easier. But on the other hand this might would have excluded solutions that 

are suitable for both curved and planar surfaces.  

 

A possibility could have been to further enriching the information gathering phase trough 

visits to AB Sandvik Coromant's customers, other companies using different type of 

marking method and visiting shows/expos. The focus has been in locating the in-house 
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problems with current methods and in finding new methods, which could better, suit AB 

Sandvik Coromant. A recommendation for similar projects would be to visit shows for 

knowledge concerning the latest technologies and contact with suppliers. One show was 

visited, the Manufacturing & Automation Expo (M.A.X) in Stockholm. This gave a lot 

of new information and contact with one of the suppliers, ACG Fyrtal AB. 

 

Gravure and color filling with two colors have proved to be difficult. It would have been 

interesting to make prototypes of the concepts Gravure 1 and 2. In order to find a color 

filling method it would have been interesting to make prototypes with only one color. A 

one-color solution would facilitate production regarding the method of engraving by 

laser/ milling and color filling. During the concept generating phase additional concepts 

of gravure was conducted. Suggestions of how the logotype and product code could be 

done were given to AB Sandvik Coromant. 

 

There was no framework regarding which demands the marking method should meet. 

Therefore a thorough analysis had to be made. While conducting interviews there were 

no obvious answers but there was consensus regarding the most important demands, see 

chapter 2.5. The results can be used as a future guide for similar projects.  

 

The Pendulum abrasion test is a reliable method to implement when wanting a relation 

between different methods. The tests do not show if the markings actually manage to 

withstand abrasion from chips. The abrasion tests shows that the new methods withstand 

abrasion better than the existing methods; pad printing and existing label. As of now it is 

hard to say for how long the marking would withstand strains. For that purpose a test has 

to be made putting the prototypes through the same kind of operations they would do 

when in use.  

 

The design evaluation was interesting to conduct but one could question if the target 

group consisting of personnel that is well aware of the manufacturing processes including 

all pros and cons with the methods regarding. This may have caused a biased judgment 

during the evaluation.  

6.1 How to proceed 

The results given from this project enables AB Sandvik Coromant to make possible 

choices concerning a future marking method. The decisions on how to proceed can be 

made with these recommendations in mind:  

 

- A recommendation when proceeding would be to conduct a RFQ - Specification 

of demands for a custom made machine concerning Inkjet.  

- A conclusion from the oil test is that the adhesive of the lamination needs to be 

changed for the New label design. 

- A quick solution could be to change the current labels to the New label design.  

- If the New label design is thought to be implemented on curved surfaces a new 

machine with a different applying solution has to be bought, a suggestion is to 

further look into the options. 
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APPENDIX A  

Week of practice  

Date: 3-7 February 2014 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant Gimoverken 

 

The Week of practice included observations made in the production plant of tool holders 

at AB Sandvik Coromant in Gimo. It also included open interviews and conversations 

with the operating personnel in production. The week was spent visiting each and all of 

the flow groups and production steps. There was no use of a questionnaire so therefore 

the information retrieved from this week is reproduced as seen below. The information 

has also been translated from Swedish to English. As a courtesy to the participants they 

will not be mentioned by name but referred to as operating personnel.  

Observations 

While spending a week in production at the production plant in Gimo knowledge was 

retrieved as to how the production works. These observations were wrote down and 

compiled below. 

 

The production plant at Gimo, named Gimoverken, is divided in two areas. One is where 

the tool holders are manufactured and the other where the inserts are produced. The area 

were the tool holders are produced is divided into different “production ships”. Each of 

which is named after the year when built.  

 

The marking process analyzed here is limited to the produced holders for the inserts. The 

factory producing tool holders is divided into several flow groups each producing 

products from the three different product groups; turning tools, drilling tools and milling 

tools. Then these three groups are divided into sub-groups of different product types, 

which leads to a wide range of different articles being produced in the factory. The flow 

groups are named as GVH/R; where H stands for holding and R for rotating.  

 

All production is order based which makes it possible to follow one production order 

throughout the whole manufacturing process. The processes are carried out in different 

manners for all of the products but they are generally made through operations of milling, 

drilling and turning. The products undergo surface hardening and surface treatment 

before marking. Surface hardening and treatment are conducted in a separate area of the 

production plant. All products is treated in this area. Marking of the products is somewhat 

divided into the different product groups and there are several marking cells. Labelling 

seems as a secure technique with good results. 

 

The production is to a large extent automated where each production step is run by a 

robot working in a cell. When distributing the products within the flow group it is 

managed manually by use of carts where the products are placed. Trucks transport the 

carts outside of the flow groups.  

 



 

 

 

GVR 4 (Milling and drilling) 

Talking to operator at FSG-cell 2. FSG - Färdigställningsgrupp (Finishing group)  

 

The workflow in the robotic cell is carried out in the following order: The products are 

placed in the pallet – cleaned in ultrasonic washing – laser marked – pad printed – oiled 

and – back in pallet. The laser marking is printed onto all products with product number 

etcetera.  

 

The rules of procedure for the entire work flow is following: turning – hardening – 

turning – milling – black oxide surface treatment – assembly – marking – oiling – 

packing. 

 

Before the use of laser the products where marked by etching. This technique worked 

until the products where being surface treated with black oxide treatment. This treatment 

makes the surface a bit porous. The laser marking becomes almost golden when the steel 

has a black oxidation surface and black when the steel is untreated. The black oxidation 

gives the products their black appearance and to protect against rust. The black oxide 

treatment penetrates about  m into the steel surface. The products are hardened with 40 

HRC and above. Another treatment used is peening and the peened surface is a harder 

surface to mark on. 

 

These were some comments given concerning the current method of color marking: 

 

- Leaves residue on the substrate and is messy. 

- The texture of the ink should be as processed sour milk.  

- The marking adds 1/100 mm to the surface. 

- Before pad printing the logotype was marked with labels only. 

- Pad printing is good when working with smaller batches. 

- Manages to print on all desired surfaces. 

- It manages to put color on both planar and curved surfaces. 

- The oil treatment afterwards does not seem to affect the marking. 

  



 

 

 

Flow groups GVH (GVH3) 

Talking to operating personnel at the unit GVH3. The unit is divided to production lines 

that are separated according to the product group that is manufactured. The unit 

produces holders for milling and turning inserts.  

 

The pad printing is sensitive to dirt on the surface of the tools, for example grease or 

fingerprints. On certain tools there is a need for oil when mounting thread sealant. The 

oil prevents the tool from being marked with the logotype. 

  

One operator works with the milling operation cell. In this cell there is work done with 

the turning tool holders. The workflow in the cell is following; first the orders are 

registered and the tools can then be put in the milling machine by a robot. The milling 

machine can process 2000 different product types. The products has a diameter between 

16-32 mm. If the machine measures the wrong offset length it is a risk of inserts breaking. 

Therefore the tolerances is minus-minus. 

 

Workflow: Material – Milling operation cell (Milling and measurement) - Milling, 

deburring and measurement – hardening (peening and black oxide treatment) – EDM – 

marking – oil - packaging 

  



 

 

 

FSG – cell, GVR3 (U-borr) 

The U-borr is shot peened and has a grey surface. In this marking cell the pad printing is 

made by two dabs with yellow and one with red. If the tools are treated with black oxide 

the procedure will be repeated for the yellow color. It is the operator’s mission to control 

the cell and that includes cleaning the ink scraper and making sure it sticks to the surface.  

 

The laser marking can be unclear if the lamp gets overheated.   

FSG – cell, GVR2  

Open interview with controller and operator of the marking cell at GVR2. In this 

production unit the two drills Delta and Xerxes CD 870 is manufactured. 

DELTA 

The cutting blade is soldered to the drill. When the cutting blade is non-functioning the 

whole drill is thrown away and useless.  This product type is old. The delta drill is gold 

plated and is roughly milled. Here the whole drill is hardened. It is laser marked but not 

marked with the logotype by pad printing.  

XERXES  

This drill has an exchangeable cutting blade. This product undergoes the procedure of a 

complete milling. The whole production flow: lathe drilling to make the cooling 

channels, the complete milling to make the swirling form. Then the tip is locally 

hardened. Then the drill is blackened by black oxide treatment and then the guide strips 

and the tip is grinded. After this it is time for the marking. This drill is both marked by 

laser and pad printing. With this product the whole material is hardened before the 

manufacturing process starts.  

 

At the FSG-cell, where the marking is made. The drilling tools are marked two times 

with the yellow ink and then two times with the red ink. The marking by pad printing is 

made for appearance. It comes off when the tools are in use. There is a need for mixing 

the ink every time there is a new product group that is marked in the cell. This is mainly 

due to the size of the logotype. If it is a smaller sized logotype a thinner ink is better 

suited. There should be a test piece that goes through the cell before each new order. 

There are no troubles with the laser marking. The robot does not touch the marking while 

working with moving the tools. There are no risks of smearing the ink. The process flow 

in the cell is following; washing – pad printing (drying) – laser – oil. 

  



 

 

 

GVH2 

In this section are all products manufactured at GVH marked. Except for some Capto-

products that are marked directly in production. The one in control of the marking 

process is the product manager. 

 

A new marking cell is to be implemented during 2014. GVH2 would rather only work 

with laser and labels. They do not want pad printing anymore due to all the trouble it has 

created. The desire is a marked logotype that looks sharp! On GVH products the logotype 

is never put where it disturbs or destroys. The product information is always put on the 

shaft. 

 

There are three different marking cells at GVH2; one where split, jigsaw blades and 

square shank tools are marked. Split products is only marked with laser while the jigsaw 

blades and square shank tools are marked with laser and labels. In the next cell bars, 

capto and square shank tools are all marked with laser and pad printing. In the third cell 

there is a small semi-automated label machine and a separate bar machine where products 

are laser marked and then automatically packed. The semi-automated equipment is also 

used as back-up when pad printing fails 

 

These were some comments given concerning the current method of color marking: 

 

- Pad printing is better than labels when it works as it should. But today it only gives 

a lot more work during production. It creates problems and is not good in an 

environmental aspect.  

- An automatic packaging that is sought is not possible when using pad printing 

because of its poor quality. 

- There was not enough research made before implementing pad printing.  

- Different number of dabs with color in different marking cells. 

- Does not feel like a modern technique.  

- The oil treatment does not affect the marking, fingerprints and dirt before the 

marking does. 

- If the logotype does not look good they have to clean it and do the whole process 

over again. And now probably marked with a label. This process will take about 3 

min/piece! Which contributes to big costs! 

 

- Ability to work with all brands in the same marking cell. 

- Labels does not create problems during production.  

- Today they work with three different labels.  



 

 

 

APPENDIX B 

Interviews with personnel at AB Sandvik Coromant  

These interviews were conducted as a part of the field study. They were held to receive 

knowledge about what opinions there are regarding the current marking process. The 

participants has different positions within AB Sandvik Coromant and works with both 

process developing and R&D in Gimo and in Sandviken. 

 

Information: The information reproduced here is a compilation of the most important 

facts and opinions given during the interviews.  

Interview questions 

The questions were asked during open interviews. These were the main questions and 

during the interviews supplementary questions were asked.  

 

1. How important is the marking of logotype and product information when 

developing new products? 

2. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

3. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

4. Do you have any suggestions about persons familiar with the subject? 

5. Have you given any thoughts to a new solution for marking the products? 

6. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

7. Other comments? 

 

The questions below was added during the interview with Leif Widin and Joakim Nilsson: 

 

- Which are the demands a new process needs to meet? 

- Placement of logotype and product information? 

- Is there anyone currently working with developing the marking process? 

- Why is the marking done this way? 

- Competitor analysis made? 

 

  



 

 

 

Interview 1 

Role: Project Leader 

Date: 13/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

1. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

There could be a change in placement of the logotype. It can be used on lids for covering 

screws or other applications. This might cause trouble due to standardization. The same 

process should be implementable for all products.  

 

2. Have you given any thoughts to a new solution for marking the products? 

 

There are several big companies working with labels. For example Stråhlfors, 

Worldmark, Brady and 3M. AB Sandvik Coromant buys their current labels from Eson 

Pac. There are many different labels and different areas of use. A label is defined by 

material + adhesive + print. What does AB Sandvik Coromant pay for their labels today? 

Why are they bought from Eson Pac? 

 

Could the logotype be milled down into the surface? 

 

3. How important is the marking of logotype and product information when 

developing new products? 

 

There are problems with the logotype today, whether it is marked by pad printing or with 

a label. The product information is marked by laser for all products. The logotype shows 

that the product is a Coromant product. It should keep its appearance for as long as 

possible. The difficult shapes of the tools, curved surfaces and cavities, can make the 

process of pad printing difficult.  

 

4. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

 

- The logotype should be easy to apply and be able to manufacture in different sizes.  

- The marking process should be fast and cost-effective.  

- A security solution could be added to the logotype. 

- The logotype should keep its appearance for as long as possible.  

- Ability to include a Rfid-chip or a QR-code.  

- The logotype should look nice when arriving to the customer and show Coromant 

quality. 

 

  



 

 

 

Interview 2 

Role: Production technician  

Date: 12/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

1. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

 

Demands concerning the marking could be that there is a wish for the logotype to keep 

its appearance for as long as possible. It cannot be too thick.  

 

 

2. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

When looking at pad printing, the most important aspect is to preserve the red and 

yellow colors. The placement of the logotype is changeable. Pad printing could be 

described like painting, the canvas, in this case the tool, is important. The marking 

should look nice and not disturb the visual aspects of the tool. 

 

For the laser it is important that it is programmable, resistant and be able to mark figures 

and text. The way the marking looks can be altered by controlling the speed and 

frequency of the laser. On a shiny surface the steel is heated to get a black appearance 

and on a black surface material is burned away to get a mark. There is a possibility of 

achieving nuances of color but not to get a clear red or yellow. The best laser is the one 

with fiber but there are also lamp/diod-lasers.   

 

 

3. How important is the marking of logotype and product information when 

developing new products? 

 

 

The interviewee believes that the red and yellow logotype will continue to carry out the 

Coromant brand to customers.  

 

4. Have you given any thoughts to a new solution for marking the products? 

 

The interviewee thinks we should look into inkjet printing and different types of laser 

equipment. Before laser the product information were marked by etching and “stamping 

roller”.  

 

5. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

The interviewee feels that a label do not work on all types of products.  

 

6. Do you have any suggestions about persons familiar with the subject? 

 

It is product management in Sandviken that controls the logotype and product 

information.  

 



 

 

 

Interview 3 

Role: Quality Co-ordinator  

Date:13/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

1. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

 

Abrasion and adhesion. The logotype should be readable. It should fit the design of the 

product. The process should be flexible and be able to also custom mark the product for 

a customer. There might be environmental demands to take into consideration. The 

equipment should be easy to use and be reliable. There should be a stable process. Be 

able to use the equipment both for larger and smaller scale. It should be manageable in 

all the production countries. It cannot effect corrosion in a negative way.  

 

2. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

Important aspects of the marking is that the marking should be durable. It should be clear 

so that the product is easy to identify. Look good and fit with the product. The process 

should be easily performed. There could be other surface finishes in the future and this 

is important to keep in mind. It is important to keep in mind the aspects of different shape 

of the products. The marking cannot lead to corrosion on the product. It should be a 

reliable and repetitive process.  

 

3. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

Another solution besides pad printing could be inkjet.  

 

4. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

The interviewee does not know of any method that would not work for marking the 

products.  

 

5. Other comments? 

 

There can be difficulties with marking by laser if there is dirt on the surface and if the 

products are small. The labels that Coromant uses has been the same since the 80s. There 

has been a use of a plate of aluminum which was attached by screws to the tool. Also the 

logotype has been made in form of a milled surface where they put a thicker label. Look 

at the possibility with QR-code.  

 

Other manufacturers of tools are Iscar and Kenna metal.  

Coromant is a world leader within its area and this is to be shown by their products.  

 

 

  



 

 

 

Interview 4 

Role: Production technician  

Date: 17/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

1. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

The marking has not been as important before. The Leo project, focusing on design, has 

made the marking important now. The red and yellow colors are important and also the 

feel of the marking is important.  

 

The interviewee feels that it is important to know when you are holding a Coromant 

product or when it is another companies tools. The product information is important. It 

should look good! 

 

2. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create demands 

concerning the marking? 

 

Regarding pad printing it is important to have a reliable, repetitive and secure process. 

The technique should be able to mark different size of the logotype and different colors. 

It should be able to mark on different surfaces and shapes. It should not leave residue on 

the product. Pad printing can leave residue of silicon. It there is an error in the marking 

process the machine should be able to give that information. The results should not be 

random.  

 

The laser needs to be able to mark on both black and shiny surfaces. It should not be 

easily removed, better resolution, work on curved and flat surfaces. It should use a simple 

software that can use formats such as jpeg. Mark non-functional surfaces.  

 

3. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

The interviewee has thought of inkjet as a possible method. It might be difficult to print 

on steel and there might be need of a primer. Want to find a common style. Suggestions 

of labeling companies, Brady and 3M. 

 

4. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

Screen printing will not probably work to print on the products and pad printing is not 

working.  

 

5. Other comments? 

 

- The pad needs to be exchanged after two days to a cost of 300-400 kr.  

- The price of ink? 

- You would want to by the whole package from the company in order to get a 

quality responsibility from them. 

- There could have been more work done and resources invested to make the pad 

printing process better.  

- Want to be Audi, Mercedes or BMW.  



 

 

 

Interview 5 

Role: Quality TAO  

Date: 17/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

1. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

2. How important is the marking of logotype and product information when 

developing new products? 

 

The marking is extremely important because it is the first thing the customer sees. The 

packaging is also important. The main aspect is the functionality of the product but it 

need to have quality from the inside and out. Want the marking to look like it has been 

made with care.  

 

3. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create demands 

concerning the marking? 

 

It should look good, have a clean finish and keep its appearance for as long as possible. 

If the product has a nice surface it will bring out the marking as well. It is the whole 

appearance that is important. It is important for the marking to be readable. By looking 

at the old product be able to order a new one.  

 

4.  Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

The interviewee feels that the marking made by laser looks better than the one done by 

pad printing. Could there be more usages of the labels? 

 

5. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

The interviewee does not know of any method that would not work.  

 

6. Other comments? 

 

When the products are sold in Asia it is important for the customers that they receive a 

key with each product. Otherwise they will return the product. The laser works without 

any hassles. The have the process under control. The pad printing marking is uncertain 

and difficult to operate. It hinders the products from being automatically packed after the 

marking.  

Does customers buy the products because of the color logotype? 

  



 

 

 

Interview 6 

Roles: R&D manager technical development drilling   

           Product manager  

Date: 18/2  

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Sandviken 

 

1. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create demands 

concerning the marking? 

 

The marking process need to be able to handle a black-oxidation treated surface as well 

as a shiny finish. On the shaft there cannot be burrs from the marking. There might be a 

possibility of engraving as long as there will not be unbalance as a result. The unbalance 

can create vibrations.  

 

The marking should keep its appearance after usage. Marking to be made on “free 

surfaces” and enables an elevation or lowering of the logotype by 1 or 2 tenth of a mm. 

Functional surfaces cannot be processed.  

 

- Why is the marking done this way? 

 

There are existing documentation on where the logotype should be placed. On Corodrill 

880 the marking is made at the tip of the drilling tool. There are limitations on what is 

the smallest surface to mark.  

 

Formerly used placements of the logotype are used when deciding on the placement of 

the logotype for new products.  

 

 

1. Other comments? 

 

Coromant has eight R&D departments under Rotating tools in Sandviken. Rotating tools 

includes drilling- and milling tools. Rotating tools has a Product management department 

and they are product owners. They are responsible for the functionality of the products 

and initiating new projects.  

 

It is possible to mark on “free surfaces”, non-functional surfaces. These are the surfaces 

not in contact with other surfaces during use. On these surfaces there are a bigger 

tolerance for what impact the marking has on the product. On a precision surface, non-

free or functional surfaces, there cannot be any burrs made by the marking. The shaft of 

the tools is a surface like this.  

 

Product are marked using pad printing when there are enough space to place the logotype 

on.  

Priority: Code – batch number – spare parts 

Nickel can be used for surface treatment. It has a shiny finish.  

The products are always oil treated for protection against corrosion during transportation, 

storage etc. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

1. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

To engrave might be possible, but for some products there might be problems with the 

balance of the product.  

  



 

 

 

Interview 7 

Role: Works with environmental questions/regulations 

Date:18/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

- ISO: 14001 is the standard which the production plant follows.  

- Questions to ask; what kind of color is used? Are there regulations when 

implementing new inks/substances? 

- Safety equipment for those working with hazardous processes.   



 

 

 

Interview 8 

Role: Process developer 

Date: 19/2 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Gimo 

 

1. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

 

2. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

3. How important is the marking of logotype and product information when 

developing new products? 

 

The possibility of lowering a logotype beneath the surface depends on how much force 

have to be applied. A plastic deformation will build in tensions in the material. Fluids 

used during manufacturing will make an impact on labels/marked logotype. Want to 

show the customers premium products. Be able to do the marking on existing materials 

 

4. Other comments? 

 

Different aspects of materials, economy, production and processing takes place in Gimo. 

Development of the mechanical specifications is made in Sandviken.  

 

Many of the used product materials has been used for a long time and there has only been 

a few changes. There are not many working with development of materials for the 

production at Gimoverken 1.  

 

Pad printing is dependent on surface roughness and finish. It does not bind the molecules 

to the substrate. Pad printing is only put on the surface and is therefore not dependent on 

the material but dependent on which type of surface treatment is used. The color will not 

stick on a shiny surface.  

 

The black-oxidization is made the same way globally. It only pushes through the surface 

with µmm.  

 

  



 

 

 

Interview 9 

Role: R&D Manager  

Date: 5/3   

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Sandviken 

 

 

1. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

 

The marking cannot create unbalance in the tools. There are customer demands on 

balance of the tools. The higher the rotating speed the higher the demand of balance.  

 

Unbalance only creates a small detection which is on the margins in comparison to the 

force created by the cutting process.  The balance is measured through degrees of 

balance. 

 

When removing mass it is possible to work symmetrically and create a balance by 

removing mass on two places symmetrical to each other.   

 

- The marking should be “Premium”. It should enhance the products quality. It 

cannot effect the performance of the product in a negative way. The process 

cannot heat the tool more than up to 270-300 degrees Celsius. 

- It is possible to place the marking close to edges.  

- Limit the demands specification to flat and curved surfaces? 

- Enable marking of both logotype and product information.  

- Withstand cooling liquid.  

- The marking shall be implementable on different surfaces; PVD, dark/light, 

shiny/matted. 

- Have a high resolution and good readability.  

- Possible to number the placements of the inserts? 

- Information concerning maximum rounds per minute, cutting diameter and spare 

parts.  

- QR-code or other readable code on the tools? 

- Demands weighted as positive/negative? 

 

2. Other comments? 

 

Shoulder milling tools is 60-70 percent of the product sold from the milling tool product 

group.  

  

There is a tendency that the label detaches from the product when it is attached before 

the oil treatment.  

 

There are milling tools made from aluminum.  

 

 

  



 

 

 

Interview 10 

Role: Works with development of packaging for the tools and inserts and the brochures 

given with the tools to customers. The role also includes making the packing instructions 

for personnel at AB Sandvik Coromant.  

  

Date:5/3 

Location: AB Sandvik Coromant, Sandviken 

 

 

1. Which would be the most important demands, if you were asked to create 

demands concerning the marking? 

 

2. What is most important to you about the marking? Is it the placement of the 

logotype, colors, first impression, quality etc.? 

 

The laser marked information on the shaft is hidden while the tools is used. Can be 

difficult to change screws when the information is hidden. This information should be 

visible when the product is in use.  

 

Customers like the yellow color in the logotype. It is highly visible in when in a dark 

machine.  

 

3. Do you know of any method that would not work? 

 

There might be a solution regarding pad printing to mark the yellow a bit bigger to 

decrease the risk of a wrong marking.  

 

4. Other comments? 

 

Corporate structure: SMS is the controlling organization. Beneath this is Coromant 

production and sales. 

 

There are no common portal today for different production units within Coromant. 

Desirable is a red thread within the organization. The internet is often a customer’s first 

contact with the company, then the catalogue, packaging and last the product. Symbols, 

fonts and product images should be the same through the whole communication flow.  

 

Market department is responsible for the design manual. 

 

There are external suppliers that manufacturer Coromant products.  

 

Where is the biggest production volume? These are the most important products and 

there is a possibility of compromising with remaining product groups
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1 INTRODUCTION 

AB Sandvik Coromant is a global company and the world leading brand in cemented carbide tools 

for turning, milling and drilling as well as modular tooling systems for lathes and machining 

centers. AB Sandvik Coromant production unit in Gimo has two factories with around 1650 

employees in total. The amount of tools manufactured in the Gimo plant each week varies between 

20-25 000 in total.  
 

Coromant is a premium brand and therefore the marking is an important part of the products 

appearance. The marking should provide the customer with a premium feeling regarding the AB 

Sandvik Coromant brand as well as provide the customer with the needed information regarding the 

product. 

 

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

 

2.1 Current marking process 

All tools manufactured today is marked. The information marked is such as product number, 

rotating speed, batch number, torque and which attachments are needed. This information is laser 

marked.  

 

There is also a logo marked on most of the tools. Today this is done by pad printing or labeling. 

In best case scenario the result is good but the process is not sufficiently reliable.  
 

 

2.1.1 Problem areas regarding existing process 
 

2.1.1.1 Pad printing  

 

 Automation of process  

 Not time/quality efficient  

 Pad printing is an inflexible marking method  

 

2.1.1.2 Laser marking  

 

 On certain surfaces the laser marking is not visible due to poor contrast between the surface 

and the underlying material.  

2.2 Future marking process 

There is a wish that a new marking technique will make the process automatic and present a premium 

appearance to the customer. The demands stated in this specification will be limiting to the choice of 

a future marking process. There could be an implementation of different techniques for the different 

product groups. At this stage of the project mainly methods to place the color logo on the tools are 

examined, trying to find a more flexible and quality assured method than pad printing is main priority.  

 

3 SCOPE  



 

 

 

 

With this project the goal is to include both markings; product information and logo.  

The placements of the markings can be altered; though the laser marking is currently on the most 

suitable area of the tools. The placement of the logo can be seen in the drawings under 

subparagraph 4.2.1., 4.2.2., and 4.2.3.  

 

The marking is at this stage limited to products manufactured by AB Sandvik Coromant in Gimo. 

The future goal is to be able to implement this method globally and therefore different kinds of 

surfaces is taken into consideration. 

 

4 DEMANDS  

 

The demands are divided into different areas such as technical aspects, design specifications, 

environmental aspects, supply and desires. 

 

4.1 Technical aspects and functionality 

Descripted below are the demands affecting the product and the marking process. 

 

4.1.1 Product 

 
a. It shall has a coherence with the products quality and not impair on it.  

 

b. The marking shall keep its appearance for as long as possible.  

 

c. Submersion and build-up structure shall not be more than 2/10 mm above or beneath 

the non-functional surfaces of the tool. 

  

d. Functional surfaces cannot be deformed by the process. 

  

e. The marking shall be readable and not compromise the products image. 

  

f. The marking shall withstand liquids such as oil, coolant and emulsions of liquids.  

 

g. The marking shall withstand abrasion. 

  

h. The marking shall be able to implement on surfaces with different roughness.  

 

i. The marking should fixate on a black oxide surface. 

4.1.2 Process 

 
a. The marking process shall not interfere with the products functionality.  

 

b. The marking process shall enable a variation of color and form.  

 

c. The marking process shall not create burrs on the shaft of the tool.  

 



 

 

 

d. The marking process shall be repetitive in terms of good quality.  

 

e. The marking process shall be implementable in all current instances.  

 

f. The marking process shall be implementable on all current products surfaces 

including geometric shapes and surface finishes.  

 

g. The process shall not create imbalance.  

 

h. The process shall not heat the tool up to more than 300 degrees Celsius. 

  

i. The process shall be implementable on steel materials such as low alloy non stainless 

steel with HRC 40 and above.  

 

4.2 Design specifications  

The colors of the logo are important to preserve. The red color, Pantone 485 C&U, and the yellow 

color, Pantone Yellow 012 C&U. A future marking method should be able to handle several colors 

and be able to combine these. You can see the AB Sandvik Coromant logotype below. 

 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.1 Logo on drilling tools 

 
The drill below is made of low alloy steel and is hardened and shot peened.  

 



 

 

 

    



 

 

 

The drill below is made of low alloy steel and is hardened and black oxide treated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

4.2.2 Logo on milling tools 

The product below is made of low alloy steel, hardened and black oxide treated. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

4.2.3 Logo on turning tools  
The product below is made of low alloy steel, hardened and black oxide treated. 

 

There are two samples of this product; one with a milled area where the logo should be and one 

without. These should both be marked with the same placement of the logo. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

4.3 Environmental aspects  

Make sure that the marking process meets the environmental demands and standards.  

 

4.4 Supply  

Service and suppliers should have global coverage.  

 

5 DESIRES  

 
a. The marking is desired to be durable and keep its appearance until the product function is no 

longer achievable.  

 

b. The logo should mediate being a part of the product.  

 

 

6 TIMEFRAME  

The tests shall preferably be made within two weeks after the samples have arrived to you. 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX D 

Open interview  

Name: Christer Lie 

Date: 3 April 2014 

Location: KTH 

 

The interviewee, Christer Lie, works at the department of School of computer science and 

communication at Kungliga tekniska högskolan (KTH), Royal Institute of technology in Stockholm. 

He has a deep knowledge about digital printing and the printing industry. The interview took place 

at his office at KTH. This is a reproduction of the conversation the project group had with him 

where the useful information is gathered. 

 

- The interviewee believes that the ink jet technology will be big in the future. Ink jet is more 

flexible and simple than laser printing. It is an affordable and well executing technique. 

 

- The resolution is dependent on the size of the ink droplets. The size can be difficult to 

control and especially the onset of satellite droplets.  

 

- There could be a possibility of spraying color in an engraved depth.  

 

- Solid Ink could be a method to look further into. The ink has the density of pasta and it 

will solidify when hitting the substrate.  

 

- For testing the different marking techniques it could be wise to take use of the SIS - 

authenticity standards. SIS is the Swedish standards institute.   

 

- Other methods to use could be EDM (gnistning), squeegee pressure (rakeltryck) and 

gravure printing. 

 

- If working with labels the adhesive should be good enough and it could be protected by a 

lamination.  

 

- “Krympfilm”, plastic that shrinks onto the object. 

 

- Antennas on cars are printed onto the glass by ink jet technology.  

- FRID-tags. 

 

- Lamination, paint work- unit (sun cells) 

 

- 3D printing is ink jet technology used for another purpose. 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX E 

Visit Holmquistsign 

Holquistsign is a company working mainly with engraving and color filling. They had worked with 

AB Sandvik Coromant in former collaborations and were chosen as the supplier for Gravure. They 

are not suppliers of engraving equipment but makes signs and elevator panels for other businesses.  

There were three visits to Holmquistsign during the process of the project.   

 

In their production they use different types of milling machines for engraving and also laser 

machines. They conduct the color filling manually by use of a two-component car paint. The 

personnel whom color filling uses a brush for adding color to the engraved area. The ink dries for 

a while and then the redundant ink is wiped away. There could be use of a UV-hardening ink as 

well. 

 

 

Figure 50. Visit from Holmquistsign, equipment used for manual colorfilling  

 

If using an automated color filling process they recommend screen printing or pad printing as 

options. A recommendation was also to include the engraving process in the current production as 

AB Sandvik Coromant already takes use of milling and laser equipment in their production.  

 

PROTOTYPES 

 

There occurred difficulties with engraving a two-colored logotype of this small size. There might 

be another way of doing the logotype by first engraving a rectangle and then do additional 

engraving. 

  

Two depths of 0.3 and 0.1 mm was used when engraving the two-colored logotype in order to 

enable color filling. 

  

The color filling-process took about 30 minutes for the prototypes. Where the time for drying is 

about 15 minutes.  

 

It was more difficult to swipe away the redundant ink from the black-oxide treated surface then 

from the un-treated.  

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX F  

Industrialization questionnaire - inkjet suppliers 

 

1. How long is the set-up time? 

 

2. What kinds of machines do you have and how much are they?  

 

3. How long is the delivery time? 

 

4. Availability regarding service and spare parts? (Global coverage?) 

 

5. What are the conditions regarding the tools for implementing inkjet in production, 

before/after? 

 

6. What kind of color is used? 

 

7. How compatible is the software/hardware that is needed with current system? 

 

8. Which distance is the longest possible between product and printer head? 

 

9. How will the marking be on curved surfaces compared to flat surfaces? 

 

10. How easy are these machines to implement in an automated manufacturing? 

 

11. How easy is the machine to integrate with other marking equipment? 

 

12. What footprint do the machine have? (Occupied floor area) 

 

13. What kinds of chemicals are needed?  

 

14. Do you have any reference customer and what do they use the machine for? 



 

 

 

 

15. How well does the marking withstand oil/coolants? 

 

16. How often does the ink has to be changed/refilled and what does it cost? 

 

17. Which resolution can be achieved through inkjet? 

 

18. Is this a continuous inkjet- or a drop on demand inkjet machine? 

 

19. How much does the print build up? 

 

20. How fast is the printer? 

 

21. Other comments/information: 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX G 

Industrialization interview – Inkcups Now 

 

29th of May 2014 

Information: There was a telephone interview with the contact person at Inkcups Now for the 

European and Middle-east market. The interview is based on the questionnaire, see Appendix F. 

 

1. How long is the set-up time? 

 

 

- There is really no setup time. 

 

 

 

2. What kinds of machines do you have and how much are they?  

 

- The drilling product that were sent as samples were printed with a flatbed printer. 

  

- A discussion about the cost of a custom made machine would take place after deciding 

about what type of automation AB Sandvik Coromant needs. The X-jet machine would 

cost 85 000 euros. 

 

 

3. How long is the delivery time? 

 

- If ordering an X-jet the delivery time would only be about one week because it is a product 

they have in stock. If ordering a custom made printer there would first be a meeting 

regarding implementation in current production and concerning demands on the printer. 

The whole process would be about 8 to 10 weeks from a meeting to delivery. 

 

4. Availability regarding service and spare parts? (Global coverage?) 

 

5. What are the conditions regarding the tools for implementing inkjet in production, 

before/after? 

 

6. What kind of ink is used? 

 

- The ink used for the sample printings is a standard ink.  

 

 

7. How compatible is the software/hardware that is needed with current system? 



 

 

 

 

8. Which distance is the longest possible between product and printer head? 

 

- The printed logotype would with a standard appearance (without coating) be printed with 

a distance of 1, 2 to 1, 4 mm from the printer head to the substrate.  

 

 

9. How will the marking be on curved surfaces compared to flat surfaces? 

 

10. How easy are these machines to implement in an automated manufacturing? 

 

- The machine can made for both manually an automated use.  

 

 

11. How easy is the machine to integrate with other marking equipment? 

 

12. What footprint do the machine have? (Occupied floor area) 

 

13. What kinds of chemicals are needed?  

 

14. Do you have any reference customer and what do they use the machine for? 

 

- Philips and Heineken 

 

 

15. How well does the marking withstand oil/coolants? 

 

16. How often does the ink has to be changed/refilled and what does it cost? 

 

17. Which resolution can be achieved through inkjet? 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

18. Is this a continuous inkjet- or a drop on demand inkjet machine? 

 

- The method used is Drop On Demand – DOD.  

 

 

19. How much does the print build up? 

 

- The build-up structure of the printed logotype would be very tiny. It would not be 

measurable. 

 

20. How fast is the printer? 

 

- The interviewee states that their flatbed printer the X-jet would need the time of 3 and a 

half to 4 minutes to print a whole table. That would mean that one product would take 

approximately 20 seconds or less to print. He states that the X-jet as of now is the fastest 

machine on the European market. For a machine using a rotating axis it would take about 

4 to 5 minutes per product. These machines is right now in a development state. For a 

product that needs marking on a 360 degree surface a machine with a rotating axis is 

required.  

 

 

21. Other comments/information: 

 

- It weighs 1000 kilos.  

 

- The contact person has the opinion that it would save money to skip pad printing and there 

would not be the same consummation of ink. The time of installing inkjet would be a time 

saver as well. Not many companies prints on steel products. No one in Europe does it. 

 

- The trick is the primer and coating. The protection used is a UV-lacquer. When conducting 

the test printing on the samples sent to them they used a primer that is normally used for 

aluminum products. The name of the primer is as for now a company secret.  

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX H 

Industrialization interview – Industrial inkjet ltd. 

 

27th of May 2014 

Information: The interview was conducted through a video call.  

 

 

1. How long is the set-up time? 

 

- There is no setup time. 

 

 

2. What kinds of machines do you have and how much are they?  

 

- A cost estimation would be 30 to 40 000 pounds for a standard/simple printer and 400 000 

pounds for a more complex printer minus robotics. The most expensive is about 400 000 

pounds, but this is a complex and specialized application.   

 

 

3. How long is the delivery time? 

 

- The delivery time for a standard printer would be 8 to 10 weeks and. 

 

4. Availability regarding service and spare parts? (Global coverage?) 

 

- Training of the intern maintenance department and a second line support.  

 

 

5. What are the conditions regarding the tools for implementing inkjet in production, 

before/after? 

 

6. What kind of color is used? 

- UV – fluorescent color 

 

7. How compatible is the software/hardware that is needed with current system? 

 

- The software can be custom made.  

 

8. Which distance is the longest possible between product and printer head? 

 

9. How will the marking be on curved surfaces compared to flat surfaces? 



 

 

 

 

10. How easy are these machines to implement in an automated manufacturing? 

 

- It could be completely automated. Often they have a sub-contract for the automation of the 

printers.  

 

11. How easy is the machine to integrate with other marking equipment? 

 

- It’s very easy 

 

12. What footprint do the machine have? (Occupied floor area) 

 

13. What kinds of chemicals are needed?  

 

- Primer, surface treatment – Varnish contributes to the use of less ink. 

 

14. Do you have any reference customer and what do they use the machine for? 

 

15. How well does the marking withstand oil/coolants? 

 

16. How often does the ink has to be changed/refilled and what does it cost? 

 

 

17. Which resolution can be achieved through inkjet? 

 

18. Is this a continuous inkjet- or a drop on demand inkjet machine? 

 

19. How much does the print build up? 

 

20. How fast is the printer? 

 

- A print speed of 1, 2 m/s. 

 



 

 

 

 

21. Other comments/information: 

 

 

- Surface energy is a factor when referring to printing on a material. You want a high 

surface energy of the product. This can be adjusted with a UV-lamp. 

- Normally there is a use of a primer such as corona, plasma, flames, primers, varnish 

layer, this costs a few cents.  

- Inkjet temperature controls itself but the temperature of the products could be important 

for the printing. 40 degrees Celsius is a good temperature 

- Step 1 is to find ink that works. If starting a collaboration the first step would be to send 

20 to 30 products for testing of primers and ink. It would probably include 10 to 12 

different inks and 2 to 3 primers.  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX I 

Industrialization interview – ACG – Fyrtal 

 

Date: 20th of May 2014 

Information: The visit and interview took place at their sales office/storage unit in Katrineholm, 

Sweden. The contact person from ACG Fyrtal AB was Johny Sjödin 

 

 

1. How long is the set-up time? 

 

2. What kinds of machines do you have and how much are they?  

 

- The printer on display and which was performing the test was a F-jet printer from the 

American company Pad Print, a flatbed printer with printer head is from Epson.  

- One extra axis would cost additionally 25 000 SEK. 

- The cost around 400 000 SEK. 

- In a singelpass machine the printer head is not moving, this technique makes faster 

printing. 

 

 

 

3. How long is the delivery time? 

 

- Delivery time would be 2 months.  

 

4. Availability regarding service and spare parts? (Global coverage?) 

 

- and two personnel working with service. 

 

5. What are the conditions regarding the tools for implementing inkjet in production, 

before/after? 

 

- Surface tension is measured to get the right adhesion between ink and substrate. With use 

of UV-curing the surface tension should not be higher than 48. If so there is a need for 

primer before printing. There is the possibility of treating the substrate with Corona 

treatment as a primer. This is mostly used for plastic materials. You could use alcohol as a 

primer to change the surface tension. There is also a way of treating with plasma which 

works well on metals. This is a controlled way of flaming.  

- Stabile temperature and humidity, humidity causes static electricity 

 

 



 

 

 

6. What kind of ink is used? 

 

- The ink used for the samples was ink from AGFA for a wide area of use. There is also an 

ink from Marabo that is better suited for metals.  

It has a UV-led curing system where the ink is pigment based and consists of monomers.  

There is a method of sublimation-dying where the ink contains solvents and hardens by 

evaporation. Water draws the color into the paper.  

- UV-ink is a sort of pigment ink 

- The ink used for the prototype cost 1000 SEK/ liter, Marabo costs 1400 SEK/liter 

 

- It will become more and more common to buy a printer that can be compatible with 

different supplier’s inks.  

 

7. How compatible is the software/hardware that is needed with current system? 

 

- Pad print sells the software and the unit is built in Beijing, China. 

 

8. Which distance is the longest possible between product and printer head? 

 

 

- The distance from printer head to substrate is around 1.4 mm.  

 

 

9. How will the marking be on curved surfaces compared to flat surfaces? 

 

10. How easy are these machines to implement in an automated manufacturing? 

 

11. How easy is the machine to integrate with other marking equipment? 

 

12. What footprint do the machine have? (Occupied floor area) 

 

13. What kinds of chemicals are needed?  

  



 

 

 

14. Do you have any reference customer and what do they use the machine for? 

 

- Nordic Alfta & Westins 

 

15. How well does the marking withstand oil/coolants? 

 

16. How often does the ink has to be changed/refilled and what does it cost? 

 

- There is a use of 1 liter of ink per 1000 square meter. The cost of ink is between 1000 to 

2000 SEK/liter. 1000 SEK if buying ink in containers and 2000 SEK if using cassettes. 

The most expensive color is white. It is twice the cost of the other colors. 30 SEK/ square 

meter for 100 percent of color. 

- Measure the size of droplets, the “finhet” of print and time/cost. 

 

17. Which resolution can be achieved through inkjet? 

 

- The different resolution 1200 x 1200 dpi, 1200 x 600 dpi, 900 x 600 dpi, 600 x 600 dpi. 

- This machine has a resolution of 7 picoliter, the volume of an ink drop 

 

 

18. Is this a continuous inkjet- or a drop on demand inkjet machine? 

 

- DOD – Drop On Demand is the most used technique of inkjet printing within industrial 

use. You want to be able to control the release of droplets.  

 

19. How much does the print build up? 

 

- 0.07 mm 

 

20. How fast is the printer? 

 

- There are different types of printers regarding the way the printer head is operating; with 

pass or single pass. Working with pass the printer head moves over the product several 

times and can print in both directions. A single pass printer has a broad printer head that is 

still. Here it is the products that moves. This works fast but you lose some in quality. The 

single pass method probably will be big in industrial use. This will bring up the speed of 

the printing process.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

21. Other comments/information: 

 

- 70 percent of the ink is used for printing and 30 percent goes to waste. The waste material 

goes to recycling.  

-  

- There is a possibility of adding a lacquer in the same printer head as well.  

- There is a method called latex printing which is a technique developed by HP.  

-  

- The difficult task with inkjet is to get a good adhesion.  

- A UV-ink hardens on top of the surface, it does not infiltrate the steel surface.   

- Twelve printer heads controlled by under-pressure instead of vacuum. The under-pressure 

makes the machine easy to search for errors.  

 

- The operating personnel would only have to control a small part of the software.  

- For AB Sandvik Coromant there could be a use of a fixating frame for the products when 

put on the printing table.  

- The printer requires a stable working temperature. There is a possibility of installing a unit 

that controls the static electricity by ions. You do not want the static electricity that creates 

satellite droplets.  

- To achieve clear colors there is a need to print a white layer between substrate and ink. 

- The led lamps have a lifetime of 20 000 hours, they do not cause ozon waste. These costs 

about 40 000 SEK / lamp.  

- The printer has to be cleaned each day  

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX J  

Design evaluation 

The logo has not been able to make the same size and placement for all the tests, nor is the 

placement and size accurate as it is supposed to be. Please take a look at all the tests before you 

start filling out the survey and keep this in mind. Focus on the logo and the feeling it provides. 

 

 

Age:               Gender:              

 

What do you work with at AB Sandvik Coromant? 

 

Test nr:    

       

 

How much worse/better do you think the marking makes the products image? 

 

 

 Worse                                                           Better                                                                                             

 

  

To what extent is the logo readable? 

 

 

Unreadable                                                           Readable 

 

 

Does this product represent Coromant for you? 

 

 

           No                                                                     Yes 

 

 

To what extent do you think the logo is a part of the product? 

 

 

Not at all                                                                     Totally 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     

     

     



 

 

 

Below you can see a number of value words. Mark the scale where you think it is consistent with 

the test and write down one product that you associate the word with.  

 

Premium 

 

                                                               

 

Association:  

 

 

Durable 

 

                                                                                   

 

Association:  

 

 

Next generation?  

 

                                                                     

 

 

Professional 

 

                                                                     

 

Association:  

 

 

Attractive  

 

                                                                     

 

Association:  

 

 

Quality 

 

                                                                     
 

 

Association: 

 

  

 

 

Which marking method/test do you prefer, rank the tests from 1 to 3 where 1 is the one that you 

like the most? 

 

     

     

     

     

     

     



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have further comments/thoughts, please share them with us: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION! 
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